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·:NCNW Leads Boycott Of Women's Expo;_ 
By Cheryl Brown 
The air has cleared, the dust 
.has settled after a stormy meet-
ing with organizers of the First 
Annual Women's and Business 
Expo 1991, which will be held 
-at the Maruko Hotel and 
·Convention Center in downtown 
San Bernardino this Saturday. 
:· The decision to boycott and 
: the threat of pickets was tern-
: pered by President Gwen Heard, 
: who said, "we are discouraging 
: attendance". 
Gwen Heard ·and others original-
ly brought it to the attention of 
the community. "in his 11(2 year 
planning it is sad that William 
Anthony ( Publisher of the mag-
azine) didn't consider contacting 
minority business movers and 
shakers," said Carter. Carter 
thought the idea of having the 
conference was so positive, 
women getting together for net-
working and learning the system 
and furthering each others goals. 
the group Dr. Judy Rymer, of 
Cal State pulled out because no 
minorities were involved, she 
had no idea the organizer would 
plan such an event and exclude 
them. However, the American 
Cancer Society's Cultural 
Awareness group has signed up 
since of the controversy to be a 
part of the conference. 
Heard said, they never 
involved Black women until 
they came to the Marketing end, 
"they wanted names of Blacks 
and organizations to invite at 
$79-$89 a person, but they 
didn't want to include us in the 
planning or on the panels.'' 
Tucker told Black Voice news 
that, he still feels the same. 
'They kept telling me to change 
my attitude. It is not my attitude 
that needs to be changed he said, 
in a phone interview following 
the Monday meeting. I see peo-
ple as one family, not in seg-
mented groups, I know now that 
I have to be more sensitive to 
include other people." Next 
year, Tucker said he will include 
the ladies who said they would 
work with him to make the con-
ference a success. It is in his 
Business Plan to continue to do 
these conferences. "I didn't 
know about the groups, but I 
will involve these groups to 
increase( our) productivity." 
Tucker continued, "maybe with 
my change others will become 
sensitive to the minorities." 
Tucker said he would ask Black 
newspapers to be involved, 
however, when profits were 
mentioned he said he was not 
interested in sharing profits or 
taking on any business partners. 
I"m not interested in the Sun, or 
the Ontario Bulletin or any 
paper, that is not a part of the 
Business Plan. He would adver-
tise if the minority papers would 
accept it. 
There is a rumor that a large 
block of tickets were purchased 
by the event sponsors, so that 
the event will not be a loss, 
Tucker, said there were still 
many tickets available. · 
Shelia Brown of radio station 
KCKC, said to Carter that she 
would give up her place to 
Carter if she would take it, 
Carter explained it not that we 
want to be a part of the group 
we are just sick of being used. 
We additionally have qualified 
Black women who could led 
Continued on B-3-
: The problem surfaced a few 
~ weeks ago when the brochure 
: was released by the Inland 
:'Empire Business Journal, the 
: major sponsors of the event. The 
: brochure showed some 3 8 
: whites which included 5 white 
: males as featured speakers for 
: the conference. Not one Black 
·was in the brochure. The best 
:known name was Gloria Allred, 
:of the National Organization For 
:women. Vivian Nash, a devel-
:oper, Wilmer Carter, 
•.Congressional Aide for 
:congressman George Brown, 
Anthony and Douglas Tucker, 
told the group of about 60 
women and men that the confer-
ence was organized from a "col-
orblind" perspective. That the 
issue was women and they did 
not see anything wrong with that 
perspective. "We don't live in a 
colorblind society, that's unre-
al," said Vivian Nash. Beverly 
Wri_ght, a health educator, 
accused the organizers of being 
highly insensitive to the commu-
nity. The heated meeting raised 
the tones, the pitches of voices 
and at one time erupted into a 
shouting match with Bill 
Jacocks, the husband of Carter. 
He felt the attitude of the orga-
nizers was disrespectful of his 
wife, Councilwoman Valerie 
Pope-Ludlam, and the other 
Black women in the room. 
Anthony kept referring to his 
co-worker as Mr. Tucker, over 
and over again and he referred 
to Nash as Vivian, Pope-Ludlam 
as Valarie and Carter as Wilma ( 
her name is Wilmer) and as the 
women in the room became 
upset they started making noise 
and making him sit down, so 
that all the time would not be 
used up. It was this blatent dis-
respect of Black women that 
caused Jacocks to stand up and 
tell him he would not accept it. 
(On a side note, Harry Carson 
husband of Lois Carson, said 
one of the African American 
women should have been the 
one with her hand around the 
neck of Anthony, not Jacocks, 
he was referring to the article in 
the Sun, which totally missed 
the point) 
erris To Hos~: !Muse Art Show This Saturday 
. 
Many people have called 
about the issue. 
Patricia Rodgers Gordon told 
Perris Valley and Activities , . 
~Perris Valley Committee Seeks Star for Muse 
Committee announces the hold- · 
ing of their 28th Annual Perris; . 
Valley Art Festival on Saturday, · 
May 18 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:301 
p.m. at the Perris Valley Ball for 
the Arts being held on the . 
most famous song was "Sleepy 
e Down South" which was 
pted by Louis "Satchmo" 
strong. Some of the films 
By Jean Denny 
A move is underway in the 
Perris community to obtain a 
Hollywood Walk of Fame star 
for the late actor and community 
activist, Oarence Muse. 
Virniecia-Green Jordan, exec-
utive director of the Perris 
Valley Arts and Activities 
Committee has formed an advi-
sory committee known as the 
"Dr Muse Hollywood Star 
Advisory Committee" to obtain 
a star on the Hollywood walk of 
Fame. She is confident that her 
group will be successful in 
meeting the May 31st applica-
tion deadline and raise the 
$4,800 needed for the star. She 
•also wants to raise $1 million to 
open a cultural center. 
• They have already gorten 
Clarence Muse 
underway with fund raisers. The 
Perris Valley Ball for the Arts 
was held on May 11, 1991. And 
Supervisor A. Norton 
Younglove at the board pro-
claimed May 11 of each year 
Clarence Muse Day. 
Clarence Muse was born on 
October 7, 1889 in Baltimore, 
Maryland and had a acting 
career that spanned over sixty 
years. When he died in 1979 at 
the age of 90 he was one of the 
oldest actors in Hollywood. 
Muse starred in more than 
two hundred and twenty-two 
motion pictures. He achieved 
celebrity status through acting, 
writing, producing, directing 
and composing. He also co-
founded the Lafayette Players, a 
performing arts group. \ 
Muse was bought to 
Hollywood personally by the 
President of Fox Studios in the 
early 1930's because the reso-
nance and intonation in his 
voice proved appropriate for the 
first sound motion picture film. 
An accomplished songwriter, 
Muse wrote several hits. His 
· use starred in were 
"Huckleberry Fin, and 
"Broadway Bill" with Bob Hope 
and Bing Crosby. His most 
( 
recent performance in movies 
was "Buck and the Preacher" 
and the "Black Stallion" with 
Mickey Rooney. 
Muse also assisted former 
President Ronald Reagan in 
forming the Screen Actors Guild 
(SAG) and was a member for 
over thirty years. 
Muse earned a International 
Law Degree from Dickinson 
College in Carlisle, 
Pennsylvania in 1919 and was 
the first Black to graduate from 
that college. He also received 
honorary Doctorate degrees 
First African American Women's Conference To Be Held In San Diego 
PromoTrends and W & W 
Marketing presents the San 
Diego first African American 
Women's Conference Friday, 
May 31, thru Saturday, June 1, 
1991. The conference is spon-
sored by HomeFed Bank and 
Pacific TelesisGroup/Pacific 
Bell and co-sponsored by 
SDG&E and Southern 
California Edison. The 2-day 
Conference will] be held at the 
Red Lion Hotels & Inns in San 
Diego's Fashion Valley. Over 
800 people of all ethnicities 
throughout the United States 
will be attending. Susan L. 
Taylor, Editor-In-Chief of 
Essence Magazine will be the 
featured luncheon keynote 
speaker. Ms. Taylor is to 
Essence Magazine what Helen 
Gurley Brown is to 
Cosmopolitan! . As Editor-in -
Chief of Essence, which has a 
circulation of 800,000 and a 
readership of 3.7 million, she 
writes about Black women's 
empowerment in her monthly 
column, "In the Spirit." She is 
host and executive producer of 
Essence, the Television 
Program, produced at NBC stu-
dios in New York and syndicat-
ed on 49 network affiliated and 
independent stations; . Ms. 
Taylor is also Vice-President of 
Essence Communications, Inc. 
The African-American Women's 
Conference addresses critical 
\ssues facing African-American 
women, their families and com-
munities. Experts in the fields of 
health, economics. career devel-
opment, family relations and 
financial management will serve 
as facilitators, speakers and pan-
elists. Unlike general women's 
conferences which tend to target 
professional women solely, 
AAWC's program will appeal to 
women of all ages and from all 
walks-of life. AA WC's seminars: 
and workshops are solution-Ori-· 
ented and provide valuable: 
information, practical skills, and. 
support and networking systems 
necessary to develop, strengthen 
and enhance the African-
American quality of life. The 
conference includes exhibits by 
companies and community orga-
nizations. African-American 
businesses will display, promote 
and sell their goods and services 
throughout the conference. Tote 
bags filled with samples and 
promotional literature will b~ 
given to all conference partici-
pants,. A VIP and Press recep-
Contlnued on -B-3 
U pd ate On NAACP And Kaiser Meeting 
By Jean Denny because they were not pleased Clark said the !f AACP also 
The San Bernadina and 
Rialto\Fontana branch of the 
NAACP met again with mem-
bers of the Kaiser Medical 
Center in Fontana on April 26, 
1991. The objective of this 
meeting was to discuss the ter-
mination of a supervisor who 
has alledgedly been accused of 
wrongfully terminating employ-
ees working under her. 
Willie Oark, president of the 
NAACP chapter in San 
Bernadino said they came 
about the wrongful termination demanded that Mildred Duttle, 
of Blacks who were being what supervisor in food service at 
he calls illegally terminated. Kaiser Fontana ~e ~ermii:iate_d 
The names of the employees for illegally termmaung nunon-
they want to be reinstated are ty emplo7ee~ who w~~k u~der 
Emma Hamilton,Velincia Perez, her, for v1olauon of Civil Rights 
Sharon Weeks, David Vellioniva Act No. 7 and negligence on the 
and Nancy Thomas. They also job. . 
want Amanda Speed's working Mary Mc Caughey, Pubhc 
hours to be increased. "She's Relations person at Kaiser was 
been cut from working 40 hours also present at the meeting. She 
a week to 8 hours and they are said though there was a mutual 
hiring White employees in her sharing of information that 
position on a full time basis." Kaiser has agreed to regroup 
said Clarie 
grounds in front of hte Perris 
City Hall the week before on 
Saturday, May 11, from 6:30 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
The Perris Valley Art Festiv 
is a festival of activities for art-
. sists of all media an types who 
from Dickinson College and 
Bishop College in Dallas, Texas 
and was referred to as Dr. Muse. 
A active rpember of the com-
munity in Perris, M,use ~ a'i a 
forty year life member of the 
Perris Valley Chamber of 
Commerce and promoted the 
appreciation and education of 
the performing and visual arts in 
Perris Valley and the Inland 
Empire. There he created such 
programs as the· "Perris Valley 
Art Festival" a annual event for 
visual and performing artist to 
display talents without a fee. He 
also c reated the "Christmas 
Hollow" a annual event started 
for the purpose of distributing 
Christmas gifts to children in the 
Perris Valley area. And there 
was also the "Night Owl Roost," 
a continuation of a radio pro-
duction of the 1950's. 
Beverly Ann Muse, Muse 's 
cousin wrote a letter and filed an 
application with the Hollywood 
Chamber of Commerce 
Honorary Mayor John Grant's 
display anwolks as well as, per-
forming artists showing off their 
talents; All for no mandatory 
fee for the artist of the spectator 
(its free!) 
For more information call 
(714)943-3140. 
office for a Hollywood star. 
Laura Edelman, director of 
public relations for the 
Hollywood Chamber of 
Commerce said the Chamber 
receives about 200 aP._P._lications 
for the Walk of Fame annually. 
But she said that only 12 to 15 
are approved each year. 
Green-Jordan said she is 
pushing for an October 7 instal-
lation date which is Muse's 
birthday. Fund raisers have been 
planned for Perris and 
Hollywood. Green-Jordan said 
she is confident her group can 
pull it off. 
. INLAND EMPIRE CAUCUS 
. HEARIN.G DATE CHANGE /' 
If you received a memo o 
April 26 informing you of a 
hearing to be held by the Inland 
Empire Caucus in Fontana on 
May 11, please note that the 
date have been rescheduled fnr 
Saturday,•-May 18, from 10 
a.m. t'o 2 p.m. at the Fontana 
City Hall; < . .. "' . 
Brown Appoints VA Representative 
Congressman George E. 
Brown, Jr. (D-Riverside, San 
Bernardino, Ontario) announced 
the appointment of Jules 
Carvalho, Jr., as a veterans 
affairs representative. Carvalho 
is a former National 
Commander of the Military 
Order of the Purple Heart and 
numerous other veterans organi-
zations. 
"Jules' concern for veterans 
is well noted. He has been an 
advocate for veterans for many 
years and has testified before the 
Joint Committee on Veterans 
Affairs in Washington, DC .• " 
said Brown. "I am pleased to 
have him in a liaison role with 
Continued on -B-3 
De La Torre Appointed Directoi 
:~;l~:r (SAN BERNARDINO) -
Aurelio W. De La Torre of 
Colton was appointed Director 
of Purchasing for San 
Bernardino County Monday 
morning. His annual salary will 
be $60,022. 
De La Torre, 42, had been 
Director of Veterans' Affairs for 
the county since January 1986. 
The Purchasing Department 
is a "watchdog" agency respon-
sible for overseeing the proper 
acquisition of about $120 mil-
lion annually worth of equip-
ment, services and supplies used 
by county departments and 
Board-governed districts. 
As director of purchasing, De 
La Torre will oversee a depart-
ment of 90 employees with an 
annual budget of $15 million. 
He said his goals will be to 
"continue prompt, efficient ser-
vice to ensure county depart-
Continued on -B-3 
·" 
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What If The Aids Virus Doesn't Cause Aids? 
A reporter went undercover 
and posed as a carrier of the 
HIV virus (the so-called AIDS 
virus). He was immediately a 
social pariah. One fancy restau-
rant made him eat out of a paper 
plate. 
William Lucas Barker is in 
jail in Oakland, California 
awaiting trial on charges of 
assault with a deadly weapon -
having sex while infected with 
the HIV virus. Felicia Horton 
was tried in Edwardville, IDinois 
,j:or spreading AIDS through 
~ rostitution. 
•:, These examples are symp-
tomatic of the fear of the HIV 
virus and the increasing persecu-
tion of anyone with the HIV 
virus. On April 23, 1984. the 
Secretary of Health and Human 
Services Margaret Heckler and 
Dr. Robert Gallo of the National 
Cancer Institute jointly 
announced that the Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus , or 
HIV, is the cause of AIDS and 
Tony Brown 
that Gallo had discovered it, a 
claim later refuted. 
Secretary Heckler called their 
claims a miracle - a lasting 
tribute to American medicine 
and science. Within six months 
a blood test would be available. 
Heckler said, and within two 
years a vaccine would be ready 
for testing. Seven years later, 
there is none. 
Furthermore, this 1984 
, announcement that the HIV 
' 'Virus alone caused AIDS was 
'made by America's top health 
officials prior to a single publi-
cation on the subject by Dr. 
Gallo or any other American 
scientist. 
On Tony Brown's Journal on 
public TV last week and next 
week ("Does Anybody Know 
The Truth About AIDS?"). Dr. 
Peter Duesberg repeats these 
suFvivaland corr'ectly left it 
uritaxed. 1Not only is goverm)'lent 
now attempting to decjde through a 
tax policy what you shoWd eaif but 
it is OJ>Cning the door toward taxing 
• alff do<L aif'action that would strike 
. at the very survival of tile poorest 
:Caµfomian$. · .. · . .. 
Meanwhile, caviar, brie cheese, 
• }:!it o~·~very~al: pure;~~ :- :;'mitnt1011al value. Sometunes, 1t pate, ice cream and other selected 
tis •·· ti: insulting zr .\and just depend$ on the paclcaging: snacks would be exemp(from the 
iunconscion~le} . ' .. . .. Joose granola is untaxed, but new tax. But as proposed, a whole 
•.. ,, >)''Orice agam1ithe poor arid i' granola bars 'wouldbe subject to , assortment of traditional staples 
JB,l,!J.tµe,clas~,arepeingas~~ top.1y t:;sales tax; .. Ar other times, there such as crackers would be subject 
@I'the state'i. financial woes. 'And'?;appeais ''fo be no sense: potato to sales tax for the first time. There 
09ce agai11;:t11ey,are l:>eing;targeted t chips are taxed; but dip isn't• - is little rhyme or reason, but there 
llfifairlf arid'capriciorisly. -if ·•· .·· < ..· • ;, .. :pie regres~ve nature of this tax is certainly an economic bias which 
>JThe'iddea:•iis "to ·aJlowl:t'sriackH{f'is compounded by the proposed is unfair. 
Joods''.; to .be ui,ied,J 13ut'.'eve11 if.l. rise in sales taxes to over 7 percent . Without question, the snack tax 
-J ~~cing'ia fii ,on 'anyfcxxl.i~ri't bad ·t to combat.the state's budget deficit. is a bad idea that deserves to die a 
· eqoug~ the;;snacks Javore<.t by the {There is no question that California quick death. Food taxes strike the 
, , r and middle class"are the ones l must solve its financial crisis, but it poor the hardest, and there is no 
J>j~t to the new tax;- Meanwhile, .is . completely unfair I and excuse for using arbitrary choices 
e brie cheese anq. caviar of the unacceptable to do it in a manner as to what is a snack and what isn't 
ntry club set would remain tax- which again puts the burden on to balance the state's budget on the 
The tax is not only unfair 
onomically, how it is applied 
ems without reason. For 
.f181Dple; raisins and Fig Newtons 
and both made with agricultural 
Mama Brilee and the Ole Skool 
those who can least afford it, the backs of the people who can ord 
middJeclassandthepoor. it least. That's why the Bl ck 
There is aiso the unnerving Voice opposes a tax on food -
precedent of taxing food. food. 
Historically, Cilifornia· has 
considered food an essential to 
LIFE LESSONS® NUMBER 10891 
"Making Men" 
"Whatcha got to eat sweet?" 
Doris rushed toward the kitchen. 
"Gurrrl, what ever you find. 
Help yo'self. I'm on the phone." 
yard. Clarita has been her best 
friend for more than 20 years. 
Mama Brllee 
charges and asserts that the HIV 
virus does not cause AIDS and 
that claims to the contrary 
amount to "science by press 
release." Futhermore, everyone 
with AIDS does not have the 
AIDS virus Dr. Duesberg 
explains. 
Since that turbulent birth and 
those rosy promises of govern-
ment officials, the country has 
been pushed into a hysteria, 
waiting for an epidemic in the 
general population that never 
came. 
Then in June, 1990, Dr. Luc 
Montagnier, the discover of HIV 
in 1983, announced that he had 
been wrong. HIV, the so-called 
AIDS virus, does not cause 
AIDS alone, he now believes. 
Even worse than a faulty 
AIDS-virus theory. Dr. 
Duesberg asserts, is the use of 
AZT, the only federally 
approved treatment for AIDS. 
"It kills cells. It's aimed partic-
ularly at the lymphocytes, the 
immune system. It will kill the 
person who takes it." 
And Dr. Duesberg says, no 
studies have ever been published 
to back up the claim that AZT 
prolongs the life of an AIDS 
victim. Quite to the contrary, it 
assures certain death,. Duesberg 
believes . Tragically, he says, 
50,000 are now receiving AZT 
as a treatment. 
In a separate action in Los 
Angeles, Dr. Michael Scolaro of 
St. Vincent Medical Center 
astounded members of the medi-
cal community by treating AIDS 
by giving patients blood that 
contains the live AIDS virus 
(HIV). 
Even more astounding is the 
result. Of 11 severely ill AIDS 
patients "who were getting 
worse despite treatment with 
AZT," the Los Aneles Times 
reported on April 27 that 10 of 
the 11 "had laboratory evidence 
of increasing immunity." 
In this experiment, patients 
taken off the treatment for AIDS 
improved. 
An excellent source for back-
ground on a potential scandal 
that could make Watergate and 
the S&L debacle look like 
child's play is an article by 
Elinor Burkett in the December 
23, 1990 copy of TroPic maga-
zine, the Sunday supplement of 
The Miami Heral. 
Who is Dr. Duesberg, the 
man who has offered to be 
innoculated with the AIDS virus 
to prove that it does not cause 
AIDS and believes that AZT, the 
treatment, is worse than the dis-
ease? 
Dr. Duesberg has been a 
molecular biologist at the 
University of California at 
Berkeley since 1964; a member 
of the prestigious National 
Academy of Science; one of the 
world's most respected retrovi-
rologists (HIV is a retrovirus); 
and a current beneficiary of an 
outstanding investigator grant 
from the National Cancer 
Institute. He discovered the 
viral gene that can cause cancer 
and is the first person to draw a 
genetic map of a retrovirus. 
Impressed? Many members 
of the medical-research estab-
lishment, who once were -
before he opposed their pet the-
ories about HIV and AIDS -
now call him an academic jerk 
("a flat-Earther") and refuse to 
continue the funding for his 
research. 
Joining me on TV for two 
weeks, Duesberg says that AIDS 
is the result of the escalating 
epidemic of psycho-active illicit 
drug consumption and will pri-
marily remain confined to cer-
tain lifestyle groups. As you · 
can see, his hypothesis is 180 
degrees from the government 
medical establishment. . 
If Duesberg is right and the 
establishment's seven-year thed-
ry that the HIV virus causes 
AIDS is wrong, thousands mo~ 
will become the ultimate victim:s 
of what Duesberg believes is 
looking in the wrong place ana 
wasting billions of dollars in th,e 
search to find a cure for AIDS. l 
TONY BROWN'S JOUR-
NAL TV series can be seen ih 
Los Angeles on Sunday. 
Channel 28 at IO A. M. 
:.: ··\. ' J~f f~{~. DEAR EDITOR: , . ..  . ...... 
As Chainnan of the :United Way Mt Baldy Region, Allocations Comm,ittee, lwani l1>,, , .. 
135 volunteers from our community. who recently completed the 1991 citizens' 'revi , 6 
member agencies.. . . . ' " ·•· ' 
Each year, teams of volunteerS from all sectors of our region review allocations reqnests 8111;1 
meet with agency representatives in order to ensure that the donors' dollars are being used;.~ 
effectively as possible. This process demands much involvement from the volunteers~~ 
efforts are greatly appreciated . • "' 
United Way is also grateful to the employers-<orporations, govetnmenr"agencles, unions, 
schools, universities, hospitals and others-that. contribute the time that enables their einP,Ioi~, 
IO participate. . . . . . ... ,. . ; ; 
Finally, I want to take thts oppor~1ty to th~ the .45 vo~unteers who proy!de Y~:~998 
guidance by serving on the Agency Relations/ Allocations Committee. These committee me~~ 
share in the responsibility of overseeing the distribution of all United Way dollars. to health and 
human service agencies in this community. · . . .. .d; , . 
During the coming year, thousands of li"es will benefit from the combined effor,t.S of ~l~!Jhe 
United Way volunteers, donors and agencies. It is encouraging that we are among so many peopte;:w ' . 
committed to making this region a bett.e~ place to live' and work. • ' ·. · · · 
Richard S. Kirkendall, Chairman -
Agency Relations/Allocations Committee 
United Way Mt Baldy Region. 
BHMC 
PRESENTS 
THE SEVENTH ANNUAL EDWIN HAWKINS 
MUSIC WORKSHOP 
ON 
Doris wandered around the 
living room while Clarita con-
tinued her business call. She 
reminded herself how much she 
liked Clarita's home. So lively 
and sun bright. She looked out 
of the window into Clarita's 
backyard below. She noticed 
weeds aoout two feet tall. In an 
instance her brain made note to 
have her sons come over and 
take care of "Auntee" Clarita's 
"Sorry C0hile, but I had to 
tell that credit card company 
something. Calling up here with 
that stupid computer talking to 
me. Why can't they talk to me?" 
Clarita was on another one of 
her missions to "improve the 
quality of life in America." 
"That's alright Clarita. I under-
stand. If I don't know you after 
all these years ... " Doris was still 
standing by the window. They 
laughed. Clarita joined her at the 
window. "I'm gonna send my 
sons over here to clean up your 
backyard Clarita." 
MAY 22, 23, AND 24, 1991 - 7PM 
RAMONA HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM 
7675 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, California 
ANDON 
.. 
... 
. -. 
1Zir!}lfllflfl:(~111Jlmj 
Thi Inland lmplHS NIWS, In Black a White 
Established in January of 1973 
The Black Voice Newspaper Is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy 
Brown and Assodates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be 
reached In Riverside at (714) 682·6070 and In San Bernardino at (714) 889·0506. 
The Black Voice News sells for 50¢ per copy. Subscription rate Is $25 per year. 
Out of state subscription Is $29 per year. 
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of genenl drculatlon on July 8, 1974, case 
number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside County. 
The objective of The Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate lnfonnatlon to 
all members of The Inland Empire. 
Stories published In the Black Voice News do not necessarily reflect the policies 
nor the opinions ~ the publlshers. 
The Black Voice news Is A audited by the Consumers Paper Verification 
Service. We have over 35,000 readers per week 
The Black Voice news Is also a member ofthe West Coast Black Publishers 
Association ( WCBPA) and the National Newspaper Publishers Association 
(NNPA). 
We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication. 
STAFF 
Publlshers .................................................. - ........................ Hardy & Cheryl Brown 
Editor ................................................................................................ Billy Johnson, Jr. 
Book Review Edltor .............. , .................. , .......................................... Paulette Brown 
East Coast Editor .......................... - .......................... - .................. Hardy Brown, Jr. 
Assistant Editor Children's Features ................... - ............ - ............ Reglna Brown 
Production Asslstant-... - ... --.--.. •• .. •• .. --.--.--.. •• ............. .Shawndl Johnson 
Distribution ·-·---................................................................... Warren Carey 
Advertisers should contact Cheryl Brown or Cart Dameron In Riverside at 
(714) 682-6070 or In San Bernardino at (714) 889-0506. 
"Oh yeah... The weeds have 
grown, haven't they? I hadn't 
noticed. I've been so busy." 
Two days later at Clarita's 
front door, "Oh my goodness! 
It's Brian and Chris. Come on 
in boys. I'm glad to see you." 
"We came to do your back-
yard Auntee." Brian said. 
"Whatchu say?! My goodness! 
I guess Doris meant what she 
said ... But before you guys go to 
work, let me look at you ... How 
old are you guys now?" 
"I'm 18," Brian said shyly. 
"I'm 9," Chris, "The Poli-
tician" said matter-of-factly. 
"I'll say! Follow me, I'll show 
SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1991 AT 7PM 
THE EDWIN HAWKINS MUSIC WORKSHOP MAS 
CHOIR CONCERT 
FEATURING 
EDWIN HAWKINS 
SPECIAL GUESTS 
WARD AME CHURCH CHOIR (LOS ANGELES) 
KIM HARRELL (RIVERSIDE, CA) 
. EMCEES 
EDWARD JENKINS - CRAIG JOHNSON 
TICKETS 
ADVANCE $10.00 .. DOOR $12.00 
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT 
SPECIAL TOUCH LEE'S SHOE REPAIR 
4158 14TH ST. 5225 CAYON CREST #79 
RIVERSIDE, CA RIVERSIDE, CA 
BERTHA'S BEAUTY SALON KIN-FOLK BBQ 
1338 MASS AVE. 24150 ALLESSANDRO BLVD. 
RIVERSIDE, CA MORENO VALLEY, CA 
FORE MORE INFORMATION CALL: (714) 782-5316 OR (714) 784-5155 
PRE-REGISTRATION FORM 
Continued On A-4 NAME __________________________ _ 
SUBSCRIBE 
TO THE 
VOICE!! 
(Last) (First) (Middle) 
ADDRESS 
------------------------------(House#) (City) (State) (Zip Code) 
i 
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-AIDS Cases On The Rise In Riverside 
"The number of AIDS cases 
1 , in Riverside County is still on 
,, the rise," stated Dr. Richard 
1~ Thorsen, Chief of Disease 
.: Control for the Department of 
Health. AIDS is a devastating 
,; disease caused by infection with 
• . the Human Immunodeficiency 
- Virus (HIV). A primary con-
·-'. cem of county health officials is 
- the increased number of cases 
_; among people of color. 
Infection with the HIV is 
.. most likely in people who 
engage in high risk activities. 
J These include multiple sex part-
:: ners, sex without using condoms 
1 and sharing intravenous drug 
:. equipment. Many people who 
·• 
are infected with HIV do not 
know it because they do not 
show symptoms right away. 
However, they are still able to 
infect others. 
Dr. Thorsen emphasized that 
medical treatment is more suc-
cessful if started in the early 
stages of HIV infection. 
Programs to do this are called 
Early Intervention Programs 
(EIP). Individuals who suspect 
that they are at risk fo r HIV'; . 
infection should be tested so that 
they can get this help if appro-
priate. 
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The County of Riverside at the Indio Health Center every 
Department of Health is offering Wednesday from 10:00 A.M. to 
free HIV testing and counseling 12:00 noon anJ from 1 :00 P.M. 
~-·· '>'.,:;· •,•,.~ • . ~-... . 
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µi i~,u t e ;! ,. use:d to maintain a \ normal 
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·•· ~u~~um, ~uixe~ li~e,i bo;wf" over;kiti ~dJifetime thyroid 
."'· fcJelly. _ ". · , · ;. ' supplemerit'frnecessary. The 
?UF T~e ventncle . in turn beats · fact _ that President Bush. has 
1it!ijfas!}~4 i~gular, thus 'impairing . hyperthyroidism" or an over 
iJ'.tJts'Ji9nnal pump capability. " · active thyroid gland would 
:;;.,.,r+f,;-}!,J~ PfPPlem o,<;curs .in the indicate that treatment is readily 
({eldefly, individuals with mitral · available, safe and easy · to do. 
;;;i ~1y,~.~}sease, disease of the The country can breathe a sigh 
'!Jfcon.>n.µy arteries ,and disease of , of relief. ' ·· · 
·'
1llie ~e~ muscleitseif. It also Dr. Levister welcomes reader 
,~f~!.S after heart and _chest · -mail concerning their body but 
. i'gefy. regrets that he is unable to 
>,, .• . << J ·- / . , .· .- " Oyer functioning of the answer individual letters. Your 
wfl\ •.... 4 \ .. :;.ft/ )'.l~l~r::0 ~ -9~ft1_s U(~yroid gland or thyrotoxicosis letter will be incorporated into 
~o 4:00 P.M. The testing is done 
anonymously and no appoint-
ment is necessary. 
The County Health 
Department also provides EIP 
services at the Palm Springs and 
Riverside Health Centers by 
appointment. For more testing 
or to make an appointment for 
the EIP program, please call 1-
800-243-7275. 
$1.27 Million 
For Aids 
Prevention 
The 23 winners of innovative 
AIDS prevention grants that will 
be used to target hard-to-reach 
populations in cities across the 
nation were recognized by The 
U.S. Conference of Mayors for 
their agencies' contributions in 
the battle against AIDS . 
The grants are to be used by 
the organizations to provide 
innovative HIV/AIDS education 
and prevention services to 
racial/ethnic minorities and 
hard-to-reach populations such 
as African Americans, 
Hispanics, gay and bisexual 
men, people with HIV infection, 
people with AIDS, substance 
abusers, women and out-of-
school youth, among others. 
The grant winners to be intro-
duced represent community-
based organizations in: 
,~~:rtrb' ; ·.'£safef l> 
;f o r m u-1 a f ·,scafrr. 
o~iiedt·)i ' ' •-·· n 
EGGS'' . ·, ... 
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: ·:.,. arC'?f'f~e~e<IF" 11,t~i_~y,art t to regular sinus ·rhythm with News, P.O. Box 1581, 
: +, _ '.;•,l:i~~~~~$?!~9 !~pin~P;:medi,<;ations or direct current Riverside, CA 92502. 
Allentown, PA; Anchorage, A; 
Atlanta, GA; Chicago, IL; 
Gary, IN; Houston, TX; 
Indianapolis. IN; Long Beach, 
CA; Los Angeles , CA; 
Washington, DC (two grants); 
and South Williamsport, PA. 
The winners of the grants 
were selected by independent 
panels of judges. The AIDS 
prevention grants program, 
administered by the Conference 
of Mayors since 1985, is under-
written by the federal Centers 
for Disease Control. Additional 
information on the grants award-
ed this year is available from the 
Conference of Mayors. 
: 91r ~1Vo1rs;farid, two. ventricles · electricai shock to the heart 
: ,tJta~ ~p -~ blood'._•. The right · ( cardioversion). 
Mattapan, MA; Miami, FL; 
Nc'w Port Richey, FL; New 
York, NY (two grants); 
Oakland, CA; Philadelphia, PA; 
l;jUY rour 
Tickets For The 
People's Choice 
of Gospel Music. 
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NO-FAULT IS NO FAIR 
Insurance companies are making billions of dollars in profits each year. But they want to make even more. 
Now, the insurance industry is California wants the legislature to do what the voters said "NO" to in 1988 when they OVERWHELMINGLY DEFEATED NO-
FAULT - PROPOSmON 104. 
The insurance industry wants the legislature to take away your rights and adopt an unworkable auto insurance system known as no-fault. 
No-fault hasn't worked in other states and it won't work in California. 
No-fault will mean higher auto insurance costs for most Californians. 
No-fault means higher profits for the insurance industry. 
No-fault punishes good drivers and rewards bad drivers. 
No-fault is not fair! It is another insurance industry rip-off . 
DON'T BE FOOLED 
Don't be fooled by claims of low-cost auto insurance through no-fault. You don't need to give up your rights to obtain low-cost policies. There are measures in 
the legislature which would guarantee low-cost auto insurance policies without sacrificing the rights of minorities and giving control to the insurance industry. 
THE VOTERS HAVE SPOKEN 
The voters saw through the insurance industry's $80 million campaign in support of no-fault three years ago. THE VOTERS [D NO TO NO-FAULT. 
Join the following groups and people in OPPOSING the insurance industry's new version of no-fault -- SB 941: 
Black American Political Association of California, Public Citizen, Committee to Protect the Political Rigl of Minorities, 
CTLA, Congress of California Seniors, California Council of Police and Sheriffs, Blacks in Agriet ure, 
Gray Panthers of Greater Los Angeles, Los Angeles Councilmember, Robert Farrell and California Cent, on Victimology 
LET SENATOR BILL LOCKYER, CHAIR OF THE SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE, KNOW YOU OPPOSE SB 941 
·' ., 
Detach and send to: Senator Bill Lockyer 
State Capitol 
Room2032 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Senator Lockyer: ------------
While I support the need for low-cost auto insu rance for people·who can't afford the high rates being charged by. most insurance companies, I don't think I 
should have to give up my rights in exchange. 
I OPPOSE SB 941 and I hope you will share this information with members of your Committee. 
My name is:--------------------------- ----- -(First) (Last) (Middle Initial) 
I Live at: 
(Street #) (City) (State) (Zip) 
My Phone number is: ( ) 
----- ------
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Beverly Taylor Succumbs 
Beverly Taylor was born in 
Fort Worth, Texas on June 12, 
1951 to Mr. and Mrs. Allie 
,Washington. They came to San 
Bernardino, California in 1966, 
where Beverly grew up and was 
active in many programs and 
organizations. She graduated 
from San Bernardino High 
School in 1969, married and 
worked diligently in San 
Bernardino and Rialto. 
She worked in Real Estate 
along with working in the movie 
industry. Beverly also had a 
· cleaning enterprise and recently 
worked on arts and crafts. She 
was a homemaker and was 
stricken with cancer. 
Beverly leaves to cherish her 
memory a loving husband, 
Lawrence Taylor, a wonderful 
mother, Mrs. Verdia Kelly, two 
sons, Shelly Garrett Jr. of Los 
Angeles, California and Ernest 
Powell III of San Bernardino, 
one sister Francine Kelly and 
one brother, Cleo Washington 
both of San Bernardino, 
California and a host of other 
relatives and friends. 
Making Men 
From A-2 
you working men where the job 
is." Clarita led the boys down-
stairs and out the back door into 
the backyard. 
A few minutes later on the 
telephone, "Doris. I'm sorry to 
bother you at work." Clarita said 
excitedly, "But I had to tell you 
just how proud I am of you. 
You are a fine mother. The 
best. The boys are here workir.g. 
, They came ready to work, with 
equipment and all. You really 
mean it when you say you like 
working men around you... They 
• laughed. Clarita continued, 
"Gurr], you doing just what it 
takes. They'll be men. They'll 
be a credit to the community. I 
can't say enough about how im-
portant it is to teach sons to 
work in the community the way 
you doing." 
"Well thanks Clarita." 
"Parents MUST TEACH their 
children how to work. That 
should be a high priority. Some 
parents think teaching them to 
do manual labor will make them 
not wanna go to college. It's just 
the opposite. Children must 
learn how to work and it's jobs 
like this that does it for'em ... But 
I must say, my nephews got to 
learn one mo' lesson." 
"What's that," Doris whisper-
ed. Her boss is noticing her on 
a personal call. 
"They don't know how to 
charge. Auntee Clarita will teach 
that today. I want them to know , 
how to ask a honest fee for hon-
est work." 
"I gotta go. Talk to yo u la- \ 
ter." Doris whispered, and hung 
up. 
Thanks to. Doris Preston & her sons, 
Richmond, Ca. Got a story or a lesson 
for Mama? Write to MAMA BRILEE & 
THE OLE SKOOL: P.O. Box 1315, El 
Cerrito,Ca.,94530, Leuers become the 
property of JSHT Production~. 
Copyrighted and syndicated by JSHT 
Productions.All Rights Reserved. 
Attention 
People's Choice Nominees. 
Sunny Arizona 
5 Acres, $3,950 
North of Lake Havasu at Yucca 
near Ford Motors. County road. 
Mobile homes O.K. Colorado 
River recreation. $} 00 down. 
$48.77/month. 9% interest. 
South Colorado 
20 Acres, $8,950 
Nt:ar ski lift, lake, hunting, fishing, 
camp1nt1- $ J 00 down. 
$95. 11/monlh. 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 
1.5 Acres, $4,750 
Scenic homesite. Wooded area. 
View, hunting, camping, fishiny, 
skiing. $ J 00 down. 
$62.60/month. 9% interest 
West Texas 
5 Acres, $3!950 
Rio Grdnde River recreauon. 
View, hunting, fishing, camping, 
river r1:1tt riding. SI 00 down. 
$59.90/month. I 0% interest. 
You are invited to a 
your reception 
honor at 
held 
the: 
• Ill 
Black Voice News 
3585 Main St. 
Sunday, May 19, 
Office 
1991 
4-6 p.m. 
come_ for 
call:.(714) 
8890506. 
the festivities. 
682-6070 or 
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WHITNEY V OUNG CLINIC 
0 FF E R I NG W OM EN ' S HE ALT H CARE ·S ERV I CE S 
-
COME VISIT us! ! ! 
Supported by: 
- National Council of 
Negro Women (NCNW) 
• Birth Control including Natural Family Planning and Abstinence 
• Birth Control Education and Counseling for women 
• West Side Action Group 
(WAG) • Pregnancy Testing, Counseling, Referrals, and Medi-Cal Verification 
- National Association 
for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP) 
- People's Choice 
Foundation 
- Minority Health Coalition 
- Center for Provisional 
Accelerated Learning 
(PAL Center) 
• The Boys and Girls 
Club of San Bernardino 
• The Precinct Reporter 
- The Black Voice 
- Inland Empire Job Corp 
Center 
- San Bernardino West 
Head Start 
- Home of Neighborly 
Services Head Start 
· Mill Child Development 
Center 
- San Bernardino Parks 
and Recreation Delmann 
Heights 
• 
• Permanent Birth Control Tubal Ligation and 
Vasectomy Counseling for Women and Men 
• Lab Tests to check for Infections, Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases and Anemia 
• - Pelvic Exam 
- Pap Smear 
- Breast Exam 
Blood Pressure Screening 
- Weight Checks 
HI G H LAN D AVE 
r~·~=~=====~ 
For Information and Appointments 
Call (714) 387 - 6045 
Services Available: 
Every Wednesday 8:00am - 5:00pm 
Walk-ins: 8 :00-1 0:00am, 1 :00-3 :()()pm 
1755 Maple Street, San Bernardino 
- Appointments Are Encouraged -
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• No one is turned away • Low cost 
• Confidential • Professional 
Medi-Cal Accepted 
Se Habla Espanol 
• San Bernardino County • Department of Public Health • Women's Health Section • 
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Business Directory 
1Y.rhe Black Voice News 
. 
11•·iiAFMI 
. i9W❖N:• ORANGE SHOW ® 
LINCOLN-MERCURY • VOLKSWAGEN 
PETE HAYS 
Sales Representati11e 
Riverside-Colton-Redlands 
1600 Camino Real 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
(714) 824-0270 
1-800-237-8115 (714) 889-3514 
Tune in to: 
HEART TO HEART 
With Roslyn Turner-Clark MFCC 
· Saturdays' 12:00-12:30 p.m on KPR0-1570 a.m. 
featuring Heart to Heart talk on: 
*Parenting "Relationship building 
*Emotional stress *Compulsive behavior 
*Marital issues *Co-dependency 
, *Becoming emotionally healthy in the 90's 
I 
' 
Sponsored by Creative Counseling Ministries 
Ministering God's Hope and Healing to hurting 
people (714) 683-8484 
Teer (714)683-5339 
' One 
1 Properties 
If you are Renting ... 
, You are buying a house for somebody. 
Why not buy a home for yourself. 
t 
, 
I 
~ 
" 
MIKE TEER, BROKER 
Notary Public 
HOUSE OF PRAYER 
SPIRITUAL - READER AND ADVISOR 
I ells past,.present,.future, home, love 
and finances. She helps all in need of help. 
There is no pity for those who don't seek 
help. She will reunite the separated 
and advise in all affairs of life; restores nature. 
CallforappL ~§-- / ( 
(714)737-3826 ~>-
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Bertha's Beauty 
Salon & Boutique 
Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique 
$10 off Wave Nouveau &.Lustra Curls 
$5 off w·ooder curl & Permanent Relaxers 
MEN - WOMEN - CIDLDREN 
1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside 
Near K-Mart Shopping Center on Iowa 
682-1338 
! (114) 884-0484 
~ 
M - F 9:00 to 6:00 
Sat. 9 · 3:00 
LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS 
' 4AM LEE 
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR 
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR 
5225 Canyon Crest Or. No.79 
rnve rside. CA 92507 
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Otis L. Jones 
Attorney at Law 
696 North "D" Street Suite 1 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
(714) 888-5579 
Marcille's Hair Design 
5922 Magnolia, Rivk.rside 684-2710 
We Offer: 
Blow styles, precision cuts, press & 
curl 
Curls, Retouches, Cellophanes, 
Weaves & Braids ' 
Call For An Appointment: 
684-2710 
C.eon Jones & Deborah w ·eathers 
Mike's Emg. Locksmith Svc. 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr .. Ste. 79. 
Riverside, CA 92507 (In Towne Ctr.) 
(714) 788-6730 (714) 824-2060 
24 Hr. Mobile For All 
Your Locksmtth Needs 
Gary & Kim Jordan 
Bonded 
Safes, Dead Bolts. Lockouts 
Opened or Installed 
• St . Lie. No. 525853 
Albert Johnson Jr. 
Attorney At Law 
(714) 683-1777 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
ffair 
(Formal Wear) 
Rentals & 
Sales 
• Evening & 
Wedding Gowns 
• Party & . 
Prom Dresses 
• Fun & Acce .. orles 
Wedding Coordinating 
For Appcpitment 
TuxedQS available also 
Call (714) 425-1621 
Telophone (714) 881-1683 
<'~t,..:. <Woman t o <Wo m an 
~ ~~ Obstetrics and Gyneco logy 
'J.\IO· Medical Group 
!&11~ c& ..... t ']). • ..J. . .,,(f 'D. 
~IC ol Amaican 8-d 
Of ClbSlmlC:I and Gynecology 
Off-a Houn 
ByAppanmwn1 
Sat & Eve A\laU.He 
!).,., '])..t.y.9(..GI,. , .M, 'D. 
~••olf.moriun-d 
Of Clbo1m1<, •nd Gynoa,iogy 
249E. Hl!t,lond 
San Benardlno, CA 9240! 
~~·e CALVIN HOBB& 
IK ~" OWNER 
23741 G SUNNYMEAD BLVD . 
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388 
714/ 2A2-34)4 
Fish Skillet 
3483 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside. CA 92506 
(714) 276-0747 
Special 
Lunch$1.99 
Shrimp - Catfish 
Sole Trout 
Free Pie With 
Any Purchase 
Bucket of Fish or 
2 Super Diners 
Selections: 
Catfish 
Shrimp 
Hushpuppies 
Sole 
Snapper 
Peach Cobbler 
Oysters 
Trout 
Sweet Potato Pie 
,n,..-. SU.. i,.,..t.. 
Attorney at Law 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(714) 683-1777 
Balance 
the 
Scales ol Justice 
wlda 
Raymond E. Rernden 
AttorneJ at Law 
Leg al R epre sentation fo r 
• Famil y Law 
• Personal Injury 
• Crimin a l De f ense 
• Workers Compensation 
358 5 M ain Street, Sui t e 202 
Riverside, Califo r n ia 92S0 1 
(714) 7 81-0507 
Boutique 
Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices 
Petite To.11 and La.rge Size& 
*Better Brand Names 
Liz Claiborne 
Calvin Klein Sport 
Comme Classic 
Carole Little 
Ellen Tracey 
Christian deCastelnau 
Anne Klein 
WIid Rose 
Sybil 
Miss Ashlee 
Charter Club 
BJSWoman 
Just to name a few ! 
Main & Carter Business Center 
045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 9250 
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-96.67 
Evelyn *Lena "'Yvonne*Dorena ready to serve you! 
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 AlL-5:30 PM 
Thursday, May 16, 1991 
~ Are you worried dlt. ' 
about the Tap water you Drink?~ 
Why pay a $1.00 or more when · 
National Safety Associates 
Provides Quality drinking H20 · 
For only 3¢ a gallon 
(714) 656-2851 I 
Business Opportunities - Salespeople Needed • 
\ I 
,, 
Specializing in A)rican-American Art · 
By Appointmfflt Only 
(714) 686-8398 
Alicia & Howard Leo 
P.O. Box 70163 
Riverside, Calif 
9251 3-0163 Directors • 
_, 
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL 
Vl~IT 
~ -
1535 UNIVERSITY AVE 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507 
(714) 684-2467 
JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP 
'SHEILA STOKES, HAIR ·sTfLIST ' ________ _;_ _______ ., 
~ 
Specializing In Black Hair Care 
Appointments & Walk-ins ,,_. 
r.J Gogi's B eauty Salon 
139 West Foothill Blvd. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Salon (714 )875-1581..,fl 
Home (714) 864-4769,..-
25°/4 OFF 
A Cut Above Hair Saloq, 
t, "With You In Mind" 
5665 Van Buren Blvd, Ste C 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(714)352-9236 ,,1 
ALL BRAIDS & WEAVING SERVICES 1/2 0 
ASK FOR: 
MONICA, GENIA, RACHEL 
, r 
'>I 
~ Elgin L. Woodall II ' 1 
" • Exccu11v..: D1rL'c1nr 
~~ - 4,;;, ~~ 
" Your Fi r,1 Name In Graphic Dt!,ign & Service, " 
J2-tl Arling1tin A\~nu.: Su1h: 3•~ 
Rivo"idc. CA 91~116 
7028 M AGNOLIA A VE, 
(7 14) 278-7358 
EBONY 
CREST SALON 
Mickey 
N A IL TECHN ICIAN 
R IVERSIDE , CA 92506 
( 7 14) 686- 1290 
lffiGELO F. LEWIS (714) 923-3418 
HAROLD J. KRAUSE • 
,Owners 
r-~ 
~~~ 
'&,-t~,,,,__., y_._ ,, 
• Corporate Accounts • Weddlngs 
• Special E11ents • Airport Shuttle • Proms 
• Sweet "16" Presentations • Body Guard & RN's Availat. 
:.- ., . ~-·- · ...... ,. .. ..,.. _ _.. ---- .. .,; . ... ~- ... - _ .. ....._ .... ___ -· . . 
. .. 
Religion 
PageA-6 f£urs£y, May 16, 1991 
--Bishop Blake Appoints_ Wa_~I 
On April 2, 1991 Bishop membership voted to have the 4' 
Charles E. Blake, Prelate for the vacancy filled by the son of the 
Southern California First late James E. Wall; Jesse J. 
Jurisdiction of the Churches of Wall. The Bishop said to the 
Jra To pastor & Administer Senior Develepment 
God in Christ, called a meeting congregation, ' You have done 
of the St. James Church of God as I would have", and appointed 
In Christ for the selection of a Reverend Jesse J. Wall as pastor 
pastor to fill the vacancy created to carry on the Work and The 
by the death of Reverend Jesse. Dream. 
J. Wall as pastor to carry on the Reverend Jesse J. Wall will 
Work and The Dream. be responsible for the pastorage 
' "After discussion, the of the church and the 
St. Paul To Hold Spring Musical 
The Inspirational Choir of St. United Methodist Women's 
Paul A.M.E. Church will hold convention and various other 
their Annual Spring Musical on concerts throughout Southern 
May 19, 1991 at 3:30 in the California. Part of the choir also 
afternoon. They will be appeared in the T. V. movie, 
presenting the Music "The Women of Brewster 
Department of Ward A.M.E. Street." 
t.Cn.urch, Los Angeles . The The Inspirational Choir 
· fchoir, under the direction of Mr. invites the community to join 
tw"illiam Marshall, is well known them in an afternoon of "Songs 
,n the Southern California Area. of Praise." The church is 
frhey completed an album late located at 1355 w. 21st Street, The South African Orion Duet 
Jast year which is being played on the corner of 21st and (Lungile and Nkazi Sinandile) 
by several radio stations in the Herrington, San Bernardino. will be in concert on 5/18/91 at 
~nland Empire. They have Rev. Charles Brooks is the Azure Hills 7th Day Adventi5t 
Church. For in-formation call 
;ippeared in concert at the Pastor. (7l4)7<)(J.J799 .. 
f,"Noepe~Mi'!;_ sssti1·a1on~ary?Birappfu·thsete N:e~.~~~!~!,i!1! w~~~i~!!. Cho j r ~ invite you, the general public, to The church is located at 1575 
pturch will celebrate its annual be our special guests for this West 17th St San Bernardino, 
pioir Day on May 19, 1991 at 7 celebration. Your hearts will be CA. For further inforrn~tion I° 'clock p.m. This promises to blessed as you help us praise the you may call the church office at 
' (714) 887-2526 between the 
-·· .. _-  •~~~~\J;I~AL _ .; s!;5;:~ 2;!~S~!~:g~:~~~ hours of 8:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
,,i("tq~,g HEL.D':.~T ST.<-._ :«Bernardino. Rev. Charles Brooks is Monday thru Friday. 
PAUL'A';M:E~CHURCH; . ' ' -·- Dr. Lemar Foster, Sr. is the 
+{l/>.0 MAY'.Ji9'Qi .~» , -~~r. Pastor 
.,_ .The InspiratiorialChoir . , A FASIDON SHOW "FROM 
oi. lslihPaluld ·1:~:E; Chun:hl. THE BUSH TO WHERE.:.?" 
Wl o · u,e1r ' Annua · Featuring Contemporary 
Spring Mmical on ~y 19, ., African~Americ.an fashions for both 
1?9{ ~t .• ~:·30 · in .·the , 1men and women. Fashions are 
a!t~,H1~?ii-;They/,+,,.ill ~e designed by Jenamuka Akasisira 
pr~~enpog }iJhe, _ ~us1c n(The African Hut) Los Angeles, A'~~,im('.~i,,~,~' ;;war~ .;:CA. ·'.From The Bush To Where ... ? 
. / .;cd,., : . > ~U.fS. •.;: ':~o~ . , i~.being held on May 19, 1991 at 
~S~~es: .;fl,'h¢,choir,)mderJ;'3;00 p ·111 at Valley Fellowship 
!9};:1tii~i:f~~~;~~!i 
~,l~fo!.D,.~a,;,;i~ea: ;;ffh.~Y GrQ\1
0
~) Rialto, ·CA. For more llf ,?'lt!]f tt~Jti••li= ~I <?tf> 874-
. ., : iSPRING CRUSADE Effi'p~e'>.. .. 'b~te . phesians New .. 'Testament 
a:~~ ~1)is.o ,>fn ;;~(;th_~}i'\. 'e ,~rc~ wHl spo,nsor-its a~nual 
U:01tooiMet11Qdi~KY{ome11: sn,;.spr,µig /Cr1;1sade .• W.ll~. E lder iS1dney 
Mt. Rose Missionary Baptist Church 
Glynis Harris 
. Glory to our heavenly Father whose given us the bread of life to 
trengthen us to bread of life to strengthen us to succeed these 
rilous times. Greetings of love to our savior Jesus Christ, whose 
New Life Missionary 
Baptist Church 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr . 
San Bernardino, CA 
REV. ELU AH S. 
SINGLETARY, PASTOR 
SERVICES 
Sunday School 
9:30am. 
Sunday Worship Service 
11:00am 
Sunday - Children's Church 
11:00am. 
Monday - Choir Rehearsal 
7:00p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 
6:30 p.m. 1st & 3rd 
Wednesday Mission Meeting 
6:00p.m. 
Thursday Prayer & Praise Service 
7:00p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 
1:00- 2:00 p.m 
gift of everlasting life has freed all of mankind. I -·----------
From the mouth of a wise man, the word of God was presented. 
s the congregation received direction from god, their hearts were 
filled with commended pleasure. 
Rev. Oarence Harris gave the message beginning in Luke 4:13-
18. · 'ii 
' . God sent His only begotten son 
~ walk upon the earth, teaching 
$d, preaching to us, the perfect will 
bt God. We know God sent us 
. esus, to lead us to walk according 
to His precepts and laws. Jesus is 
an example for us to govern our 
-ally lives, for he is holy, we must 
~o be holy. 
: : The Lord has commanded us to 
6e doer's of His word. For blessed 
is the man who hear's His word, · 
i:~eps it and does it. But most of us Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
h~fstep, we hear the word and store it on our finest shelf. God is 
Q~t looking for a half of a man, He wants the whole man. To 
cqnclude this whole matter, fear God and keep His commandments'. 
For this is the whole duty of a man. We must come together 
With Christ, to fulfill God's will~ He wants someone who is honest, 
e, faithful and pure at heart to be a leader amongst leaders to 
~re His salvation to all of His people. And then we shall see a 
at release of God's power in our community. 
· And why do you call me Lord, Lord and do not do what I say? 
veryone who comes to Me and hear's May words and acts upon 
_ em, I will show you whom he is like. Amen Luke 6:46-47. 
The Powerhouse 
Church of God & Christ 
2843 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714)684-6923 
Rev. McDowell 
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service - 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Service - 6:30 p.m. 
Bible Study every Tuesday night at 
7:30p.m. 
General service Friday night at 7:30 
p.m. 
Methodist 
Allen Chapel AME 
4009 Locust SL 
(10th and Locust) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(See ad for services) 
mos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 . 
(See ad for services) 
administration of the James E. 
Wall Victoria Manor, a 112 unit 
Senior Citizen housing 
development. 
Work has begun on the 
renovation of the church site and 
the Senior Citizen housing 
development, all ff which is to 
be completed by January 1, 
1992. 
Worship services for the St. 
James Church of God In Christ 
are being temporarily held at 
197-199 Big Springs Road. 
If more infonnation is needed 
for this press release, please 
I 
contact the following: Bishop 
Charles E . Blake (213) 733~ 
8300, Linda H. Greene (71 4) 
275-9139, or Jesse J. Wall, 
Pastor (714) 873-9076. 
'1 
't .. d 
1 " ' 
"" SBHS Black Students Union,,~; 
And Rainbow . --· ;\.,,;: 
Nominee Reception . , 
... 
Performing Group .,,, · l"t'!, Sunday, May 19, 1991 
Black Voice Office Present: THE 1991 3585 Main St. 2nd . , 
BIACK VOICE Floor 
PEOPLE'S CHOICE AWARDS Riverside 
Nominees are Invited 
' 
TICKETS: 
Balcony 
$10 advance 
$12 at door 
Main floor 
$15 advance 
$20 at door 
" to attend. 
Featuring: Beau Williams 
Saturday, June 1, 1991 - 6:30 p.m. 
San Bernardino High School Auditorium 
1850 N. E Street, San Bernardino 
Ticket locations: RlJ'ERSIDE ,· 
Baptist 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Black Voice News 
1583 W. Baseline 
Kennedy's Beauty Supply 
1090 Highland Ave. 
Evans Bible and Gifts 
1455 W. Highland 
COLTON 
Berean Chris tia n Store 
1330 E. Washington 
FONTANA 
Pand DV!deo 
7863 N. Sierra 
Antioch Misswnary Baptist 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
Sunday Services 
(714) 688-7872 
9:00 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
Bright Suir Missionary Baptist 
5306ODEL 
Rubidoux, CA 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
Sunday Services 
8:00 Morning Worship 
9:30 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
,, 
VICTORVILLE 
Luther Pringle 
(619)245-5640 
MORENO VALLEY 
Kin Folks Bar-B·Q 
24150 Alessandro Blvd. 
Joy Christian Books 
22810 Alessandro Blvd. 
PERRIS 
Scorpio Barber and Beauty 
393 Wilkerson Ave. 
PALM SPRINGS 
Tracey White 
(619)325-7837 
5:30 B.T.U. 
7:00 Evening Service 
Nursery Services Provided 
Friendship Misswnary Baptist 
Church 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule 
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship - 11:00 am. 
Monday Mission - 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Bible Study - 7:00 p.m. 
Sat Choir Rehearsal - 1:30 p.m. 
Worship at the Chun:h of 
Your Choin· 
' Berean Christian Store 
3470 La Sierra Ave. 
Black Voice News 
3585 Main St. 
Ebony Crest Beauty Salon 
7028 Magnolia Ave. 
Lee's Shoe Repair 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. 
Canyon Crest Town Center 
Special Effects Hair Salon 
10547 Hole Ave. 
. ' . 
Kennedy's'Beal.lty Su pply 
3907 Chicago Ave. 
Special Touch By Blanche 
4158 14th Street 
Good News Misswnary Baptist 
Bobby Bonds University Ave. 
P.O. Box 55743 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor 
(714) 787-8667 
Sunday Services 
9:00 Song Praise Service 
9:30 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
Gnater Faith Missionary Baptist 
6021 Liminite Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor 
(714) 788-2500 
Sunday 
1-i~OO.:Sunday School 
l~:3CfWorship & ~ Service l 
\ 
\ { 
: - · ·- .. - -... -- - -;. - .. . . --- . --- - _.._ -------•·- -- _ ,. ___ .. . 
Ch~rch Directory 
The Black Voice News 
ML Calvary Missionary Baptist 
5476 34th Street 
Rubidoux, CA 
(714) 684-6480 
Smtday Services 
9:45 Sunday School 
10:45 Morning Worship 
5:00B.T.U. 
6:00 Evening Worship 
Rev. O.E. Jones 
-----------Mt. Moriah Baptist 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor 
(714) 780-2240 
Sunday Service 
9:00 Prayer of Consecration 
9:30 Sunday School 
10:45 Devotion & Worship 
5:30 BYPU (1st) 
6:00 Evening 
New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
Parle At1enue Baptist Church 
. 1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
(714) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
9:20 Round Table Prayer 
9:30 Sunday school 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:00 Baptist Training Union 
7:30 Evening Worship 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
(714) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
9:15 Sunday School 
10: 15 Devotional Services 
10: 15 Morning Worship 
6:00 Service for Praise 
(Sunday Evening Worlcshop) 
7:45 Wednesday Bible Study 
SL John Baptist 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
(714) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:00 Evening Service 
Church Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Tempk 
2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 784-08(,() 
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight 
Sunday School - 9:20 
Morning Service - 11: 15 
Evening Service - 6:30 
Bible Study Wednesday Nights at 
7:30 & activities for the children. 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 925(17 
. (714) 682-9810 
Kenneth L. Bushnell. Pastor 
Saturday Service 
9: 15 - Song Service 
9:30 - Sabbath School 
11:00- Church Service 
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services 
' Mid-Week Service 
7:00- Wednesday Evening 
Youth Bible Service 
7:30 - Friday Evening 
ML Rubidoux SDA Church 
5530 34th Street 
Rubidoux, California 
Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 1355 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(714) 686-1580 
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor 
Saturday Services 
9: 15 Song Service 
9:30 Sabbath School 
11:00 Chw-ch Service 
5:00 Adventist Youth Service 
Apostolic/Pentecostal 
Riverside Falllt Tempk 
• 2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riva-side, CA 92507 
µlevs. J. & B. Sims, Pa.,tors 
(714) 788-0170 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:30 Evening Worship 
Non DeMmiMtional 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
1385 W. Blaine 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 684-9160 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
Sunday Service 
· Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
San Bernardino 
Methodist 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
8405 Maple 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
St. Paul AME Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 887-1718 
(see ad for services) 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Service 
9:30 Sunday School 
11:00 Worship Hour 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 887-2138 
Sunday - 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m. 
Wednesday Worship Service 
7:30p.m. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(714) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School - 10 a.m. 
Morning Worship - 11 a .m. 
Wednesday Bible Study/ 
Prayer Meeting - 7 p.m. 
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist 
Church 
1457 N. Mt Vernon 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
Sunday Service 
Morning Worship 11:00 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
(714) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
8:00 Morning Worship 
9:30 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
5:30B.T.U. 
7:00 Evening Service 
Nursery Services Provided 
Baptist 
New Ufe Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship Service 
11:00a.m. 
Sunday-Children's Church 
11:00a.m. 
Monday-Choir Rehearsal 
7:00p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 1st & 3rd 
Wednesday Mission Meeting 
6:01 p.m. 
Thursday Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. · 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
1583 Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 888-2038 
Sunday School - 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Services 8 & 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Night Pray& - 6:30 p.m. 
Wed. Night Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Bro. Raymond W.Turner, Pastor 
\Vorship At Th<.• Church ()f Your Choice 
Non DeMminational 
Life Changing Ministries 
1168 N. Watennan Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(714) 381-4885 
(see ad for services) 
Apostolic I Pentecostal 
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church 
3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809 
Rev. Joel Steward 
PageA-7 
Baptist 
Community Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA 
' . -
350-9646 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:00 p.m. 
Prayer and Bible Study Wed. 
7:00p.m. 
, (see ad for services) 
,· 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Fontana Juniper A~e. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 
Fontana,Ca 
Fonrana I Rialro 
Methodist 
Bethe/AME 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(714) 350-9401 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
(714) 822-4349 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Valley Fellowship SDA 
275 E. Grove St. Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(714) 874-5851 
Non Denominational 
Freedom Of Religion 
Your Constitutional Right 
· St. Paul A.M.E. Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714)887-1718 
Sunday Worship Service-
11 a.rn. 
Sunday School -
9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study-
7p.m. 
.,t 16888 Baseline Avenue 
~J Fontana, CA 92336 
~ (714) s99-om 
~AY WORSHle WCATION, 
ETIWANDA HIGH SCHOOL 
13500 Victoria A enue 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA Chuck Singleton 
Senior Pastor SERVICE TIMES: 
Hallelujah Servkc .................. 9:00 a.m. 
Catherdral Worsh1p .............. ll:OO a.m. 
B . S . . aptism ervice ....................... 4:30 p.rn.(held at Fontana locahon) 
The Great Family Assembly .. 6:00 p.m. 
AMOS TEMPLE CME 
271911th Street 
(714) 683-1567 
Worship Services 
Morning Worship ...... .. .. . 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. ........... . 9:30 a.m. 
. Morning Worship ......... 11:00 a.m. 
1 Prayer and Bible Study 
Wednesday . ............... 6':30 p.m. 
Rev. Washington, Pastor 
Life Changing 
Ministries 
"Bible Teaching Church" 
1168 N. Waterman Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(714) 381-4885 
(Comer of Watennan and Baseline) 
Pastor Reginald Woods 
Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m. , 
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm: 
Commu~ity Baptist Church 
Redlands 
937 Clay Street 
Redlands, CA 92374 
Sunday Services 
8:00 Sunday Morning Worship 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 ;00 Sunday Worship 
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbarn· 
Pastor 
Thursday, May 16, 1991 
Loveland Perris I Moreno Valle 
Seventh Day Adventist 
... 
16888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana. CA 92336 
(714) 899-fJ777 Perris Seventh Day Adventist 14 •' 
Church Singleton, Senior Pastor 
(see ad for services) 
Ephesian New Testament 
16286 Foothilll Blvd. 
Fontana. CA 
Rev. Emory James, Pastor 
(714) 823-3400 
KPRO 1570AM 
(see ad for services). 
~ edZa:.rz.ds 
Baptist 
. -
Second Baptist, Redlands 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
Rev. A. Green, Pastor 
(714) 793-1074 
. . 
Sunday Worship 
' 9:15 A.M. - Church School 
10:30 A.M. - Morning Worship 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
Pastor Jesse Wilson 
(714) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
9:30 Sabbath School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
4:00 Adventist Youth Program 
Baptist 
New Hope Baptist - Perris 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
(714) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
, 11 :00 Morning Worship 
11 :00 Sunday Worship 
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbard Pastor 
Come And See M. B. Church 
(Temporary Lacation) 
Creekside Elementary School 
13563 Heacock St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
(Mailing Address) 
P.O. Box 8282 
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
(7/4) 780-7836 or 780-0126 
Grand Opening 
November 5-26, 1989 
9:30 a.m. - School Of Wisdom 
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship 
Dr. E. Jones -
Pastor from Compton, CA 
2 
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ALLEN" CHAPEL A.M.E. 
CHURCH 
4009 Locust Street 
(comer of Locust & 10th Street) 
Riverside, California 92501 
Church (714) 689-9406 
Manse. (714) 683-2635 
Sunday School .....•. 9:30 A.M,: 
Worship Service .. ... 11:00 A.~ 
YPD Meeting . 
• Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr. 
2nd and 4th Sunday Aftemool) • 
Wednesday 
Prayer Meeting ....... 7:00 P .M._ 
Pastor Bible Study ...... 7:30-8:30 P.~ 
~ JOY BAPTIST CH ~~ .... .(71~)787-0678 l!Jlclf 
Services Held At: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
WORSHIP SERVICES 
SUNDAY: 
Sunday School - 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship -10:15 a.m. 
Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m. 
TUESDAY: 
Prayer Meeting And Bible 
Study - 7:00 p.m • 
"Everyone. Is Welcome" 
Bethel A.M.E. Church 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(714 )350-9401 
Sunday Services 
Sunday Service 10:45 A.M. 
Sunday School 9 :00 A.M. 
Women In Prayer 
After Sunday 
Service 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 7:00 P.M. 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:30 P.M. 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(714) 684-7532 
Pastor T Ellsworth Gantt, Il 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Devotional Services 
Nursery Opened 
Bible Study 
Prayer Services 
9:lSA.M .. 
10:lSA.M. 
10:lSA.M. · 
7:45 P.M. Wednesday 
7:00 P.M. Wednesday 
t 
MORENO VALLEY 
NEWS 
by Olarles Leadbetter 
:::;:: . ~::· 
' Effect of Thoughts on 
Circumstances: , A man 
'mind. 'niay belikened to a'' 
garden, which may be intel- · 
ligently cultivated or 
allowed to run. wHd; but 
whether cultivated or 
neglected, it must and will 
bring forth seed. If no use,. 
ful seeds are put into it, 
then an abundance of use-
less weed-seed will fall 
therein, and will continue 
to produce their kind. 
, Just as a gardener culti-
. vates his plot, keeping it 
free from weeds, and grow-
ing the flowers, so may a 
man tend the garden of his 
mind, weeding out all the 
wrong, useless, and impure 
thoughts. By pursuing O!is 
process, a man sooner or 
later discover that he is the master-
gardener of his soul, the director of 
his life. He also reveals, within 
himself, the laws of thought. and 
understands , with ever increasing 
accuracy, how the thought-forces 
and mind elements operate in the 
shaping of his character, circum-
stances, and destiny. As a man 
thinketh; James Allen. 
Psalm 24:1-5; The earth is the 
Lord •s and the fullness thereof; 
the world, and they that dwell 
therein. For he hath founded it 
upon the seas, and established it 
uw n the floods. Wix> shall ascend 
into the hill of the Lord? Or who 
shall stand in his holy place? He 
that hath clean hands and a pure 
heart; who hath not lifted his soul 
unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully. 
, e shall receive the blessing from 
e Lord, and righteousness from 
God of his salvation. 
ANOTHER LEAK IN THE 
AM: The dam of life's founda-
. on is presently being weakened 
by cheap TV programs and cuts in 
the support of education programs 
of America. Cable TV is selling 
the customer it's own brand of 
education. What our children are 
seeing is not necessary to help 
. them raise family or take care of a·• 
nation. T.V. has many worthwhile 
uses, h>wever when drugs are gl~ 
rified, drinking alcohol accepted'as · 
a every day affair, along with 
explicit sex acts being displayed on 
the early srows allowqig Otµ' yqµth 
a chance to wimess ariact that they 
if are not ready for. It brings forth 
question. Is this education, enter-
tainment; noteworthy, or subver-
s(on? ·The minds of our young 
, ~le seem to be lead away from 
·•• school to the more worldly items. 
The minds of our youth seem to 
dwell more on worldly 
~\tbings than being happy. 
When some of families refuse 
to carry but the responsibilities of 
. marriage, it is another weak spot in 
the dam of life. A one parent 
home can not provide the balance 
that is required for a child to 1i1'-e a 
co~plete, happy productive life. 
Me·anwhile; many of our young 
ladies are d($lg outstanding j9bs 
with tndrabaoooried &illdreli'.iJ\11( 
families, JP.3Il and\vJfe, should 
work cl?s~.Jogether;' with one 
t~q,ug~t1,1~i[!!l!~~l:;J1}'at thought 
, , ~old re ori!3ising;~ responsible 
child and ootattemptirig to destroy 
,eacll othet . '\Vhep the Dam of ilie 
brealcs, thereJs no way to predict 
who will survive. Will you? 
Together, we all can,survive. . 
-;?; ¥ . ' ~: 
Don't Forget 
Our Friday 
Deadline. 
.:;:; .... IP5.i:J.'!) 
TAKE AS OIR ECT~D 
~l.f,~~ Ji 
Calan SR, 
240mg, lO0's ............. 94.95 
Capoten, 
25mg, lO0's ............... 49.25 
Capoten, 
50mg, l00's ... ............ 85.45 
Carafate, 
l00's ........................... 62.45 
Cardliem, 
30mg, lO0's ............... 35.95 
Cardizem , 
60mg, IO0's ............... 55.95 
Ceclor, 
250mg, lO0's ... .. ...... 183.95 
Cipro, 
500mg, S0's ... .......... 136.50 
Desyrel, 
50mg, lO0's ... ............ 99.65 
the lowest prescription 
we guarantee them! lf 
a 1 owe r, verifiable 
price anywhere else, 
Thrifty has 
prices and 
you find 
prescription 
we'll beat it! 
Diabeta, 
5mg, lO0's ................. 38.95 
Dilantln, 
100m g, lO0's ............. 14.35 
Dyazlde, 
I 00's ........ ............... .... 29.95 
Feldene, 
20mg, lO0's ........... .. 196.95 
Glucotrol, 
10mg, lO0's ............... 54.95 
Glucotrol, 
5mg, lO0's ....... .......... 31.95 
Lopld, 
600mg 100, 60's ........ 58.35 
Mevacor, 
20mg, 60's ......... ........ 110.50 
Mlcronase, 
5mg, lOO's ................ .. 38.95 
Naprosyn, 
375mg, lO0's .............. 78.45 
Naprosyn, 
500mg, lO0's ............ 105.55 
Natalina RX, 
l 00's ............................ 21.45 
Premarln, 
0.625mg, lOO's ........ 29.95 
Procardla XL, 
60mg, lOO's .......... 197.45 
Procardla XL, 
30mg, lOO's .......... 109.95 
Prozac, 
20mg, l0O's .......... 169.95 
Seldane, 
60mg, l0O's ............. 78.75 
Synthrold, 
0.1mg, lOO's ............ 16.25 
Theodur, 
300mg, lOO's ..... ........ 25.95 
Timoptic, 
0.5%, 10ml ................ 29.75 
Timoptlc, 
0.5%, 15ml ................ 43.45 
Vasotec, 
10mg, lO0's ............... 80.45 
Vasotec, 
5mg, lO0's ................. 74.95 
Zantac, 
150mg, 60's ............... 89.60 
Zantac, 
@) 
Hismanal, 
10mg, lO0's ............. 151.75 
Nolvadex, 
10mg, 60's ... ............... 82.50 
Tagamet, 
400mg, 60's ............. 67.25 300mg, J 0's, ................ 74.85 
Lanoxln, 
0.125mg, l00's ............ 8.65 
Lanoxln, 
0.25mg, lO0's ........ ...... 8.65 
Pepcid, 
- 20mg, 30's .................. 45.50 
Pepcld, 
40mg, 30's ................ .. 81.20 
Tenormln, 
100mg, lO0's ........ 116.25 
Tenormln, 
50mg, lOO's ............. 61.50 
Zovlrax, 
200mg, lO0's ............. 86.25 
Zovirax Oint., 
15gm .......................... 35.45 
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SUNNY 
D OLLAR DAY$· $13 
-1 
.., 
J 
0 
$12 
$18 
Webbed folding 
rocker. The 
rocking chair that you 
can take anywhere! 
Rock away! 
S U N L ESS 
TANNING 
LOTIO N 
- --- -f A H W t H t()\,11 T'4[ $ UN • $5 
Patio and beach 
umbrella with tilt 
to shield the sun 
from any angle . 
•r"':e,;I 
-~ 
$St.ff 
18" table top BBQ for cooking up 
delicious BBQ meals at picnics or home. 
3.7~~ 
.6 
1 
Breathmaster chair cushion to make any chair more 
comfortable. Coordinating patterns. 
Thrifty suntan products. 
Choose from Sunless Tan, 
3-¾ oz.; Sunblock SPF # 44, 
4-oz. or Quick Tan, 4-oz. 
Presun suntan products. 
4-oz. SPF # 46 lotion, 4 -oz. 
Sensitive Skin SPF # 15 or 
Without Paba or 3-½ oz. Sun 
Spray SPF # 15. 
Kingsford mesquite 
charcoal briquets, 10- IQ~. 
Even-burning charcoal for: 
juicy, flavorful meats. 
Kingsford lighter fluid, Jt 
1-quart 1.69 , 
Breath master chaise cushion 
in coordinating patterns . ............. 15.00 
I 
Prices good Wednesday, May 15 t hru Tuesday, May 21. Some items at regular prices. Not all departments, items or prices advertised are available at Thrifty J r. stor9s 
I 
-t'., ~ lOTIERY TICKETS e AVAILAlll AT Ill ~ CALIFOIIIIA TNIIITT ,,~ DIUG STOIES 
-
Sea the white pages of vour phone book for the Thrifty or Thrifty Jr. nearest vou 
Our Advertising Poli<y: If •• It- is Ht describe,111 01 reduced er a 1pe<iol ,-<hose, It -, lite at the ,...._ price. A 1pe<iol ,-dtase, 
lllougll net reduced, is • Nts...U., ••ue. Ow lllteRtiN is .. hon nary •wtisot1 iteM ill ste<k alMI .. - 111o1Yn. If ye11r la<el 
1to" should rvn Dllt of NY NYertisN It- durlnt th sale period, or 1houltl • ltenl net llrriff ..... ullfores- dnw.11N<n, the store 
will iuue • Courtesy Corti (roindteck) N request fer Ille 1,- .. lie purchased at Ille sale price whornor nollellle. TIiis tlee1 not •PIIIY 
to dearan<e and close-out seles er ta 1pedol purdloHs wllore qNntlties ore M<euarlly limited .. stack ••ailollle. NO SALES TO DEALERS. 
VISA ,.~ L __ _J 
- --- . 
TRUST €?"[:L:) ... your Health Care Partner for OVER 60 YEARS. 1 
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Booksigning Held For UCR's Professor Stuckey 
Brown's Books recently held ner of abuse. When word.went 
a booksigning and reception for out that he planned to join .the 
noted African- American histo- football team, the reaction of the 
rian Dr. Sterling Stuckey in players on the team was 'send . 
Riverside at the Main Street him out - we'll kill him,' and 
Office Bulding. Dr. Stuckey was they tried. On his first day out 
present to give a small talk on for the team, they broke his nose 
his research, and autograph - an injury that troubled him as a 
copies of his book Slave singer from then on - and a dis-
Culture. His talked focused on located shoulder. Returning after 
::-::--
Dr. Sterling Stuckey Paulette Brown, owner of 
Brown's Books 
ordered through Brown's Books 
in San Bernardino. 
Dr. Stuckey received his mas-
ter's degree and Ph.D. from 
Northwestern University and is 
presently a Professor of History 
at the University of California, 
. Riverside. He is an expert in the 
field of slave culture. 
granddaughter of former slaves. : 
Brown's Books would like t<i 
thank Dr. Stuckey, his wif~ 
Harriet, Dr. Germaine Struthers, 
Joe Banks, Hardy and Cheryl 
Brown, and all those in atten-
dance for their participation in 
making this event a success. 
; 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·, 
' 
Hardy and Cheryl Brown are presented with a copy of 
Stucky's book Slave Culture. 
anns ... and then three men run-
ning interference went down. 
The ball carrier was a first-class 
back named Kelly. I wanted to 
kill him, and I mean 't to kill 
him . .. l got Kelly in my two 
hands and I heaved him up over 
my head .. .I was going to smash 
him so hard to the ground that 
I'd break him right in two, and I 
could have done it, but just then 
the coach yelled . .. 'Robey, 
you're on the varsity!"' And he 
lowered Kelly to the ground. 
Stuckey's Slave Culture also 
addresses slave religion and the 
early religions of freed Blacks, 
including Richard Allen and the 
AME Church, as well as chap-
ters on DuBois, David Walker, 
H.H. Gamet and Robeson. 
Born in Memphis in 1907, she 
went to Chicago with her hus-
band and two children in 1945. 
She recited her poetry at several 
universities across the United 
States, including Harvard, 
Stanford, Berkeley, and 
Malcolm X College. Her poems 
focus on slave life and the men-
tality of the slave. For example 
"Rebel" is about a one man 
slave rebellion: 
I break rhe hoe, I break the 
plow 
Dr. Stuckey ·with friends Joe Banks and Dr. Germarne 
Struthers and one of the youth who attended. · 
the difficulties of the research for- confinement to bed, he made a 
the book and ancedotes about tackle and, while down, was 
Black Nationalist, Paul cleated on the right hand. It 
Robeson, an African-American took every single one of the fin-
who has remained, for many, in-! gernails off my right hand,• he 
complete obsurity. He read pas- recalled. 'That's when I knew 
sages from his book, the most rage!" Robeson recalls, "The 
interesting being about Robeson. next play came around my end, 
"The only Negro in his class of the whole first .string backfield 
1915, Robeson suffered all man- came .at me. I swept out my 
The booksigning also fea-
tured a special surprise reading 
of Elma Stuckey's (his mother) 
poetry. Elma Stuckey was the 
NCNW TO HOST BLACK AUTHORS 
BOOK SALE 
Middle Passage. winner of 
the 1990 National Book Award 
for fiction, will be the featured 
novel at the "Black Authors 
Book Sale," sponsored by the 
Inland Empire Section of the 
National Council of Negro 
Women. 
The novel, by Charles 
Johnson, takes place in New 
Orleans in 1830 and is the story 
of Rutherford Calhoun, a freed 
slave who becomes a ship stow-
away to escape an arranged mar-
riage to a woman he does not 
love. Once on board, Rutherford 
I r'(~~{ I l' 
\ 111 \I II I 
l ·'lll)('ll 
L 
discovers that he's used a slave 
ship to make his escape. 
Middle Passage as well as 
other Ii terary works can be 
purchased at the book sale on 
Saturday, June 8th, 10:00 a~m. to 
4:00 p.m. in the parking lot of 
Pacific First Bank located at 201 
E. Baseline in Rialto. 
Local authors participating 
in the event include Richard 
Gordon, Dorothy Inghram, 
Juanita Jones and Dr. Sterling 
Stuckey. 
For additional information 
call (714) 874-6000. 
TH.ESPJDNG . · ". North·Sierra Way, San'.B~arclino, $15 for inclividuals. Proceeds will 
SWING- ''SWINGJN(; 'Jin:tbeJSeccdmbe P~k. complex.. go to 'the .BJack Men's Forum 
,':~31~;i1£!;:Cs~ E::S:!a:~2❖:~~ 
Foniaua's ~eciea~o' oottis,land 'other• events from , For reservation informationcall 
~~~~tfw~~i.:i~.J;)llit\'.:;n , :OOi~}~ \}~.3:00\RM;:~jbe J>O?l ,. (714) 869-3944. · . , -.~, •'. · 
;eonJµnct1on··· ,,with .· e; ,av.-dable , f()f pubhc, , . .,: '-·· 
;~~¥is~;i~t[~cc;J~ ·~:.,f (~~t! ~~Y:. May -·.,: t\ N Ni~.;~!~ EN;} . 
fo :l~ir}Spring S~ing . \Forj'.jrforfl*forjllation, ,contact "' 11teRiverside Co,unty ,~'dvis§!Y 
~ ~:~a;.;~·f ~~ wai¥~~,j ~;1~,;~~-9536'. J;:fJ[;J~e,:;~0l :i~;;l[iJ~~:: 
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Community . Center in ')pjt{~ve::~·,Qlrir[meeti~ $ n~y. ' I f pntana. • Pre-S.ale . : ~~tlt.11'llt;1;2i1t r~;!'.t:QO . /:,.·~JI~ 
'.tickets are $3.00fsingle ,eser(ii .~ .oyery/ServiceS (,:he 
and $5.00icouple and . J~~S~)fi~m7,~8j, .An~ahd~e·~oad, 
·everyone is .$4.00 at ,.,001(~;.Springs, CaliforniaS, 
the door.' For . more . ·'''nforuoffor community input ., 
i'r{formation -.. call annual concerti ooducted. .. . . 'i .I! 
#7 l.4/350-6772 ·or 350:i}-:?:r:~l hi;;"'.ev.en· ·- ij/~- . :'-. /:. ·\ 
~
7
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t>MU~ICAL; ... , J ,, nitedf,Methodi$t:,c~µt~ , 
ALJJTE IN,THE . North Gibbs StreerTPo 
·• ···· :c;READY:FQR 1 Kd~i$sion·:is free; i~&~j 
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Ute foi • , 622.()()79, • · , . .., ; 
~f 9~6!?i; M: ~BLACK MENii~~~ · 
, . heduled The public •is invitedt~-atfI. 
"f rts"anrl!rn~tJiardino the Black Men's Forum's Seco . 
,i, ~~~~'~1ilidi·::~eries Ann,ual '.fdbute t,o Al,1 AJric 
of<;:•c.o.ncerts · 'in ; the _;; par;k~!'." Americap Women o~ Sunday., , ,, 
Allinission 'is.free: Details aboutthe · 19 at 4 :00 p .m. in the Cal Po. 
Armed Forces ialute, and:fuiure '\. Pomona Music iReciUll •. Hallfl;iftf 
concerts iq the park are av~bleit:,.~program . 'N.ill ,Jeatqi'.~ 'is1eI' 
oin .Kardos at (714f 888-65Yi,,<}Richards, star of stage;' sc~f!iu,t . 
:&L 1515, or Nonnan ' ·, author. Ms. Richards will perfo ·' OU~~ a day':carlcenter foc" senior 
• . .. • . _  .< ; .;,; ' ' .. --~, .. ' .,, '' . :-:_ >I f< ? 
Baffrey, (714) 384-5415:- .· ~et.,hi~Jy.acc:!aj!lled ~r,i~ti~~iPf ttc.iti,!.e,n,s.t1J:>;;~}1\S;~ the Human 
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; 'l-~;.()l>E,NINµ\·} ·· ··· •. ·.·• ot oth'y t'WDonegan; pianist ~rformail~ of'5teeleMagnolias 
Saturday; May 25th~ is'tfie.<fate '.'~xtraordinaire, and the Compton · Thursday May '-"23; dt991, at 
set for lhe grand re-opening'QfLtlie / ,~Boy;:,cnotr. ;. . Riverside Community~Playhouse at 
Y:VfC/j. swjJAmipg pdol it ·~67 ii'+'.Admissioo is $25 per couple and ·~ ~4th Brockton Callo'by 5/20/9lfor 
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And here he come, that hel-
lion. 
I say right then to myself, 
This a one-man rebellion. 
I stand foursquare and face 
Ole Marse, 
He call me crazy nigger, 
I rush him and I take his gun 
And then I pull the trigger. 
My time is come and I don't 
care 
If they hang me from a tree, 
By bein' crazy like a fox 
I sent Marse 'head ofme. 
H~r book, The Collected 
Poems of Elma Stuckey and his 
book Slave Culture can be \,. 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul MIiier and Dr. Stuckey. 
The best tires 
At the best price 
& the best service 
GuaranteecJlt 
James White, President 
·' 
,1 
The best prices on the 
best tires with the best ser-
vice guaranteed ? Its all at 
my Goodyear Certified Auto 
Service Centers. 
We will beat anyone's 
price on Goodyear tires and 
our Certified Mechanics will 
have your car ready at the 
time promised or you next 
lube, filter and oil change is 
free . 
So the next time your 
car needs tires service or 
repair - Come see us. 
Goodyear Certified Auto Service Centers Inland Empire Tire, Inc 
r-----------------,r-----------------, 
I 69 Service includes: I I 15 Offer includes: I 
I $ 95 • Replace pads and shoes I I $ .88 • Drain oil & replace up to 5 qts/30wt. I • Repack bearings on non drive axles • FREE. 12 pt. vehicle Inspection I I • Resurface/drums/rotors . I I . FREE • 4 11,.. rotation I • Inspect calipers, Wheel Cylinders & I I . Install new filter I 
I per axe! hydraulics I I _,_, ..,..,. """' • Lubricate chassis I Le_:-:~•:!..:_ !_d!:91 _:"~ ':d~~ ____ .J Lu,_!-~'!_! :t: ____________ .J 
2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU COME ,SEE US TODAY 
. . . • • > 
3553 Merrill Ave 
Riverside CA 92506 
1-800-69-TIRE1 
ASK ABOUT OUR 
NATIONWIDE 
SEVICE WARRANTY 
5520 Van Buren Blvd 
Riverside CA 92503 
1-800-69-TI R E2 
I 
I 
• 
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·-:KVCR'S Festival '91 Exceeds Goals In More Ways Than One 
• 
~- With the help of our HOME 
".TEAM members, KVCR TV 
exceeded its fundraising goals 
for the third year, raising more 
than $41,000 during our annual 
March membership drive. 
Underwriters, nonprofit organi-
;:ations, local businesses and the 
appearing as on-air talent Area 
restaurants also helped out by 
providing food for our many 
volunteers . Special gifts and 
incentives were offered through 
the generosity of SPEAKER-
CRAFT who donated a compact 
disc changer; CARL'S JR., who 
: . Black Voice staff helps raise more than $41,000. I to r -
· Warren Carey, Shawndl Johnson, BIiiy Johnson and Leah -
~ Cash. 
media donated their time, effort 
!to:. and money by answering 
:· phones, recording pledges and 
; 
~. 
not only provided food but 
added tote bags, sunglasses and 
coupons for free hot dogs; A 
,. 
long-time home team supporter, 
THE FONTANA PERFORM-
ING ARi:'S CENTER, provided 
tickets to the LIMELIGHTERS 
CONCERT, a Hungarian fo lk 
ensemble performance and the 
GLENN CAMPBELL concert. 
MUSIC PLUS provided cas-
. ,·,w .. · .. ,·:\ . •·· 
Nova Hunn, KVC R TV 
David Hinman, KVCR TV 
settes and compact discs of the 
CIVIL WAR soundtrack; CAR-
SON and BARNES provided 
complimentary tickets to their 
circus; the SYCAMORE INN 
graciously provided a compli-
mentary brunch for two; and 
BAKERS SQUARE provided 
_ _ coupons for their delicious pies. 
~ Another highlight of FESTIVAL 
~ '9 1 was the presentation of 
) $6,453.25 by BAKER'S DRIVE 
• ~ THRU. The donation represent-
~ ed a pledge by BAKER' S to 
: give KVCR-TV 25 cents for 
~ every milkshake BAKER'S sold 
' 
f in February. BAKER'S contri-
~ bution translates into nearly 
: 26,000 milkshakes purchased 
: during the February fundraising 
t event. 
~ BAKER 's contributions also 
• • represents the first time any 
: Publishers Cheryl and Hardy Brown make appeal. company has set aside a percent-! :;Deltas Host Benefit For New Project 
! The San Bernardino . M em b e r s h ip Ch air . benefit Performance at the 
l<t Riverside Area Alumnae Jacqualine W illia m s - Rive rs i d e C omm un i ty 
~ Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Chairman, Janette Wilson - Playhouse. The play is Steele 
~ Sorority, Inc. is proud to Vice Chairman. Ma~nol ias. Donation is 
f announce the establishment of The board is in the $ 15.00 a light buffet will be i a 501 c (3) H uman Service process of selecting two(2) served on the Playhouse Patio f Corporation. community people to also from 6 - 7 :30 p.m. For 
i , The purpose of the serve on the board. tickets a nd information 
Human Service Corporation On Thursday, May contact any board member or 
is to establish, develop and 23, 1991 the Human Service call Jacqualine Williams at 
implement a public service Corporation is hosting a 681-2307. 
· _.!'_oj~ct. Our frrst goal is to 
establish a headstart/preschool 
center in Riverside and/or San 
Bernardino county. 
The following Sorors 
serve as the initial directors of 
the Board. 
·.Judith Byrd - Treasure, Clara 
Carrin - Fund Develop Chair, 
Mary Knox - Chapter 
. President, Greta Rice -
· Secretary, Susan Strickland -
he Dead 1ne 
for copy is 
Friday at 5 
P.M. The ad 
eadline is still 
Tuesday 
noon . . 
Submit Your News Release 
By FRIDAY, 
And We'll Run It On THURSDAY. 
<.r~.J4:.~ 
4'",-J CALL: (714) 923-3418 
~ oert9'~ 
We're proud of you, and our way of showing it ia to lake yo11 
and your guest to your Prom and Grad.Nile in fint clase style 
and service. 
age of its profits for a KVCR 
fund raising event. FESTIVAL 
'91 was not only successful at 
exceeding its monetary goals, 
but it proved the value and 
necessity of the "HOME 
TEAM" concept: joint efforts in 
providing quality programming 
for the Inland Empire. KUDOS! 
TO ALL OF OUR HOME 
TEAM MEMBERS AND SUP-
PORTERS FOR MAKING 
FESTIVAL '91 A TREMEN-
DOUS SUCCESS 
PHONE VOLUNTEERS: 
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY, 
SHARED HOUSING, 
ALPERT'S PRINTING, 
PLAY CO TOYS, 
BAKER'S DRIVE THRU, 
SPEAKERCRAFT, 
HEADSTART PRESCHOOL 
SERVICES, BLACK VOICE 
NEWS, KDUO , KQLH and 
KFRG. 
FOOD PROVIDERS : 
BAKER'S DRIVE THRU, LA 
PASTA ITALIA, SU CASA 
RESTAURANT, CARL'S JR, 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICK-
EN, STATER BROTHER and 
MITLA'S CAFE. 
LAWRENCE WELK WILL 
HELP YOU REACH THE 
SENIOR MARKET 
If your company deals with 
the Inland Empire's senior 
population, you can reach them 
with KVCR 's broadcasts of the 
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW. 
Once again, the Lawrence Welk 
Show has proved to be one our 
most viewed programs and one 
of our most pledged programs 
during fund raising drives. As 
an underwriter of the Lawrence 
Welk Show, you will help us 
defray the costs of airing the 
program and you will send a 
clear message to our devoted 
seniors that you also understand 
and support their desires. Call us 
for infonnation about how easy 
and inexpensive it is to reach 
devoted KVCR viewers. 
Underwriters enjoy a level of 
respect few advertisers ever 
achieve in commercial outlets. 
PBS IS TOPS WITH 
TEACHERS 
For the second time in a year, 
a cable industry study has found 
public television to be the top 
source of educational program-
ming among America's teachers. 
In the latest study, commis-
sioned by the Arts & 
Entertainment Network, the 
Public Broadcasting Serv ice 
(PBS) was cited by 56 percent 
of the participating educators as 
the source for the highest qualif:Y 
educational~ programming. In 
terms of program usage by 
classroom teachers, public tele-
vision programs leads with 55 
percent. The Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting is expand-
ing upon this already active 
audience for educational pro-
grams on public broadcasting 
and pursuing an education initia-
tive in its reauthorization -
bringing together business, edu-
cation and public broadcasting 
to improve America's education 
and to support the nation's edu-
cational goals. Black Voice 
News employees volunteered to 
man the phones for an evening 
raising over $2,000. 
THE ART OF ROMARE BEARDEN! George L. Knox, vice president, publlc affairs, 
Phlllp Morris Companies Inc. {center), congratulates Kinshasha Holman Conwill , 
di rector of the Studio Museum {left), on the opening of the museum's exhibition, 
"Memory and Metaphor: the Art of Romare Bearden, 1940-1987." Dr. Mary Schmidt 
Campbell, New York City commissioner of cultural affairs and authority on Romare 
Bearden, Joins In the congratulations. The exhibition, which Is sponsored by Philip 
Morris Companies Inc., features 146 wor~s representing Bearden's art and evolution In 
watercolors, oils, and collages. The exhibition will be on view at The Studio Museum 
In Harlem through August 11. The exhibition, and Its five city national tour are 
sponsored by Philip Morris Companies Inc. 
. . - .~A(I ~,~4i1• r .. eem ~ 
Personal Loans /Debt 
X Consolidations Up to $50,000 
X No collateral or credit needed 
X Visa or Master Card also avail.able 
X 24 Hour Approval 
,, 
I 
1-800-878-5870 
TIRED OF BLIND DATES? 
"Never Date Again, Sight Unseen!" 
Rainbow International Carpet 
Dyeing & Cleaning Co. 
:t:&"'.~"'.~1'.~ !'-r-r.1'.,:"'Y.1'.T. l'n"'.,:~1'.,: 
:!'.~"'.,:~"'.,: The Power Team 
J'.,:•-r.1'.,: :r.1'.,: "1ust In Time" 
ATTENTION: 
AMOUR C ATALOG D AT IN G SE RVI CE 
Now open for enrollment for New Spring Dating Photo Catalog. 
Please submit a (2x3) photo and personal data along with $49.95 
registration fee. Video Library available. 
(Christians and Seniors Welcome) 
l'l l•,1s e Sl'nd p hoto's, checks and \1.O.'s 
ro: Amour C.1 t,1log D.1ting Sl'rvi cc 12625 Fredrick S t. # 1-5 Ste. 192 
(71 Oh,,-8-188 \1oreno Valley, CA. 1}2388 
Carpet Dyeing Whole House 
Special Special 
Any One Room Carpets Cleaned 
$99 5 Rooms and 
Hall Price Includes Cleaning 
Up To 250 Sq. Ft. $99 
~".~,.~,:~,: 
~~"'.~"'.~ Salon Professionals That Deliver The Styles You Want 
:S:~'.S:"'.T.1'.T. Fmt Row L to R Second Row L to R 
~~,,~;,:~ Ham,. ~ fl1l!K Ham,. ~ I!lJJlK 
'i!T."'.T:."f."'."f.,: Blanche Stylist 682-83.34 Dorothy Stylist 682-8744 
'i;.,:"'.,:'f, :'f,,:T. Janice Braids 682-8334 Forrest Barber 682-83.34 
l'.".T."'.'f'.~"'.T.T. Jackie Weaves 682-83.34 Sabrina Barber 682-83.34 
~~,:,z;,'f_~ YvoMe Stylist 682-8334 Terry Stylist 682-83.34 
~~~~T. 'Iracy Stylist 682-8334 Loan Nail Tech 682-8334 
l'~~T. If your Hair is not becoming to you . .. Then ;ou should be coming to us 
l'."f.T. y~ We offer comple te Beau ty, Barber and Nail Care Service 
!I'.,:".~ 4158 14 th Street, Riverside, C A 682-8334 
:9'.T."'."f."'.'f.'.Y. N ext to D el Taco on 14th Street Near Brockton Ave 
:r.".T.1'."f.1'.T.T.Y. 
'i 
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F1C'l1TIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
1• The following person(s) Is (are) 
1 dollll business as: 
• 
' C i 
THE NEW FASHION 
' 1760 California #113 
Coroaa, CA 91719 
Trlen M. Nguyen 
13652 McMalns Ave. 
Garden Grove, CA 92043 
TIils business Is conducted by 
a(n) Individual. This 
registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
flctldOIIS business name or 
names listed above on 4/1/91. 
, ls/Trlen Nguyen 
The flllng of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a ftctldous 
business name In violation of 
• the rights of a another under 
federal, or common law (sec. 
. 14400 et. seq. b&p code) 
Statement flied with the 
county clerk of Riverside 
County on 4/19/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct copy of the original 
statement on file I• my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County 
1 Clerk 
F11e No. 913026 
1 Jp/4/25,5/2/9/16/91 
, F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
: .The following person(s) Is (are) 
dolna business as: 
'· AAA PHONE SERVICE 
1 3610 Banbury 
, Riverside, CA 92505 
: · P.O. Box 7196 
'. Moreno Valley, CA 92303 
, 
. KERRY YOUNG 
.• 3610 Banbury 
• Riverside, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
The date that registrant 
commenced to transact 
bualness ilnder the fictitious 
business name or names listed 
. above Is NIA. 
/,!Kerry Youna 
The fllln& of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In vlolatlon of 
the rlahts of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
I bereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of llle orl&lnal 
• •tanent on nte In fllJ office. 
• WUNam E. Conerly, County 
• 
• 
' . , .. '.
t;, 
IJ 
,. 
,. 
L 
~·. t 
'r• 
:trrt 
ffff 
:::{ff: 
F11e No. 912973 
/p/5/2,9,16,23191 
F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
MAR-FAYE'S FASHION 
ACCF.SSORIF.S 
9246 Magnolia Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92509 
• OLA FAYE STEPHENS 
2010 Carlton Place 
Riverside, CA 92507-5804 
MARGO THOMAS 
1825 Elsinore Road 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business Is conducted by 
a Joint venture. 
The registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 3/24/91 
/s/Ola Faye Stephens 
ls/Margo Thomas 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a flctltlous 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 4/16/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on flle In my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
F11e No.912938 
/p/4/25 ,5/2/9116/91 
F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
CITY CELLULAR 
12424 Graham st . 
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
MARK VINCENT TIPTON 
12424 Graham st. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
This business Is conducted by-
an Individual. 
The registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
flcdtlous business name or 
names listed above on 4/10/91 
ls/Mark Tipton 
The flllng of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a flctltlous 
business name In vlolatlon of 
the rights of anolber under 
federal, state, or common law 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 4110191. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
F11e No. 912769 
/pl4/25,5/219/16/91 
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
MISSION MOBIL 
5599 Mission Blvd., 
Rubidoux, Ca 92509 
MEHDI LAVASANI , , 
35514 N. San Joaquin~· Road 
Covina, CA 91724 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
The date this registrant 
commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious 
business name or names listed 
above Is NIA 
ls/Mehdi Lavasanl 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 518/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
F11e No.913524 
/p/5/911<,/ZJ/J()/'}1 
F1CTITIOUS BUSINF.SS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
LEGAL LOGIC 
5720 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
ANTHONY W. THOMAS 
5720 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
flctltlous business name or 
names listed above on 4/22/91 
ls/Anthony W. Thomas 
The flllng of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
business name In vlolatlon of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 4/22/91 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is • correct copy of the original 
statement on flle In my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
F11e No. 913097 
/p/5/911<,/ZJ/J()/'}1 
F1CTITIOUS BUSINF.SS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
PRO FINANCIAL CENTER. 
SAEDCOM 
3185 Chicago, Ave. 
Rubidoux, Ca 92507 
OSCAR HARPER 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. 263 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. 
The date this registrant 
commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious 
business name or names listed 
above on 5/6/91 
ls/Oscar Harper 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 516191. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statemf:nt on flle In my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
F11e No.913465 
/p/5/911<,/ZJ/JOl'Jl 
F1CTITIOUS BUSINF.SS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
SHAKIN AH EDUCATIONAL 
CONSULTANTS 
12051 Leif Ericson Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 92387 
LORNA PEACOCK 
12051 Leif Ericson Drive 
Moreno Valley, Ca 92387 
This business Is <londucted by 
an Jndlvldual. 
The date this registrant 
/\tt 
N:,::,,: Credit Problems In The Past? ::::::::;::;:: I Call us at 393-9331 We can sell you a car! jjj 
.:. Y'.:':I 
j••:;;:;;,-;,:,;,;\ •::, ,,.,,~li;:t-::: ;'.:i·' :·,!~~~~;-~;~~;~;.~~;11;;.e·~•~~':;;,,. ,;,_:::,::::.'.·::::,;:;,;'.'.~;, •. ~,,,;,~'.;,,,:~;:1.''.;::;.:::.:.•::: ... ::::;•. 
\\ 
business under the fictitious 
business name or names listed 
above Is NIA 
ls/Lorna Peacock 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 4/'J/91 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is • correct copy of tbe original 
statement on flle In my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
FIie No.912732 
/p/5/91161231J4191 
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
J.D. UPHOLSTERY 
7101 Jurupa Ave Suite 37 
Riverside, Ca 92506 
F.STHER SOL OCHOA 
8795 Kim Ln 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
an Individual. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above Is 4/5/91 
ls/Esther S. Ochoa 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a flclltlous 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 516/91 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
File 1"0.913459 
/p/5/91l(l23/30/'Jl 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS OF 
BULK TRANSFER AND OF 
INTENTION TO TRANSFER 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE 
LICENSE(S) (Secs. 6101-6107 
U.C. fl and 24073 et ,eq B&P) 
NOl1CE IS HEREBY GIVEN to 
the Creditors ol BALTA-F1VE, 
L"iC. 
FED ID# l.Sl333 
Tansferor and Licensee, whose 
business ~ Is 5599 Mlssloa 
Blvd. In the City of "Rubidoux, 
County of Riverside State of 
California 92509, that a bulk 
tansfer Is about to be and to 
MEHDI LAVASANL 'J'nmfenie 
and Intended Trasferee, whose 
business addn!!ls Is 5599 Mission 
Blvd. In the City of Rubidoux, 
County of Riverside, State of 
Callfom•~-
The property ls described in 
general as: All stock In trade, 
fixtures, equipment and good wlU 
of a certain GAS STATION & 
MINI MART business known as 
BALTAZAR MOBIL and located 
at 5599 Mi.Bon Blvd. In the Qty rl 
Rubidoux, County of Riverside, 
State fl Calfornla, and trmler the 
fol«Ming alcoholic bevfnge liame 
(or lk:en,es): OliF SALE BEER & 
WINE TYPE 20 Number 20· 
085731, now Issued to premises 
located at S599 Mission Blvd. for 
the premises located at 5599 
Mission Blvd. In the City of 
Rubidoux County of Riverside, 
State rlCalfomla. 
DatedYJ.191 
BALTA•F1VE INC. by Raymond 
Baltam; 'Iralllfmlr and I..lame. 
Mehdi Lavasanl, Transferee and 
Int.ended Tnnleree 
/p/5/9/91 
SUPERIOR COURT OF 
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
Family Law Anne,(-Rlvenlde 
~ ROY WIGGINS 
vs 
MECHELLE 
WIGGINS 
RANLYNN 
CASENUMBER: Dlrom9 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION 
OF SUMMONS OR CITATION 
Upon reacllng and fling evidence 
consisting of a declaration as 
provided In Sedion 415.50 CCP by 
James Roy Wiggins, and It 
sa!Wactorlly appearing llltnfrom 
that the defendant, respondent, or 
dtee Mechelle Ranllynn Wlggm, 
cannot be senecl with reasonable 
dlllgence In any other manner 
speclfted In article 3, Chapter 4, 
Title 5 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure, and k also appearing 
from the verified complaint or 
petition lllat a good cause rl action 
~ In Ibis action In favor rl the 
pluttlff petitlonl!I', or dtee therein 
and against the defendant, 
re.,,ondent, or dlee Is a necessary 
and proper part to the action or 
lhat the party to be served bis or 
claims an Interest In, real or 
penonal property In t Im st.ee lhat 
Is •Ject to any jurlsdldlon rl the 
co..-t er the nlef dmlanded In the 
action QllL1lst wholly or In par In 
excluding such apart form any 
lnflerest In !Ilda property: NOW, on 
motion of James Roy Wiggins, 
AUorney(s) for the Plalntlff(s), 
Pedtioner{s), or c:ontestants(s), IT 
IS ORDERED lllat the service r1 
said summons or cltatloo In this 
action be made upon said 
defendant, respondent, or dtee by 
publlcallon lllereot In The Bladt 
Voice a newspaper of general 
CftUlatlon publl!lled at Rlwrslde, 
CallrU1lla, hereby deliignalell • the 
newspaper most likely to give 
notice to said defendlnt; dial said 
publcadon be made at least once a 
week for four SIICU!lllffl! '1lel!lcs. 
IF IS FURTHER ORDERED that 
• copy rl said 5UIIIIIIOll!l or d1atlon 
and rl said complaint or peddoa In 
this adicJn bebihwlth depo!tl.ed kl 
lhe United States Pat Oll'ke, po&• 
paid, directed In said defendant, 
respondent, or dtee r his addre!ls Is 
ascertained before aplntlon rl 
th.: pn:sa lbtd for the publbdon 
rl this summons or citation and a 
dedandon rl this mallng or cl the 
fact that the address was not 
anr1alned be file at the eq,ndon 
of the time prescribed for the 
pubbdm. 
Dlltedst.J/91 
PATRICKF. MAGERS,Judge 
/plS/911"'1300/91 
SWARNER &FTI'ZGERALD 
CASE NUMBER: 61806 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISl'ER ESI'ATE 
KATHLEEN G. RICHARDS 
To .. hen, bendldarirs, aullbs, 
contingent a-editors, and per!IOII 
who may odlt'rwhe be lnllreited kl 
the wlll or estate, or both of 
KATHLEEN G. RICHARDS 
A PETfflON has been filed by 
FREDERICK R. RICHARDS kl 
the Superior Coort rl CaHfornla, 
Coonty rl Riverside. 
The PETITION requests that 
FREDERICK R. RICHARDS be 
appointed as personal 
representative to administer the 
t'Slate rlthe decedent. 
THE PETITION requests the 
decedent's WILL and codlcUs, If 
any, be admitted to probate. The 
will and any roclldl'I are avalable 
for examination kl the file kept by 
lhecourt. 
THE PETITION requests 
authority to administer the estate 
under the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(This authority will allow the 
personal representative to take 
many actions without obtaining 
court approval. Before taking 
certain very Important actions, 
however, the personal 
representative wll be required to 
gtve notice to Interested persons 
unless Ibey have waived nodce or 
consented to the proposed acdon.) 
The Independent administration 
authority wll be granted unle!s an 
lntere\ted per.ion flies an objection 
to the petition and shows good 
cause why the court should not 
grant the aulhorlty. 
A HEARING on Ille petition will 
be held on date SlW91 Ill 8:30 un. 
In Dept. 9 located at 4050 Main 
Street, Rlvende, CA 92501 
IF YOU OBJECf to the granting 
cl the petition, you should appear 
at the hearing and state your 
objectkns or ftle written objedms 
with the court before the hearing. 
Your appearance may be In person 
or by yo..- attorney, 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR or a 
contingent O'ldtor rl lhe ~ 
yoo must tl1e yo..- dabn with the 
court and mall a copy to the 
permnal representat!ve appointed 
by the court within four months 
from Ille date of ftrst Issuance cl 
letters as provided In 9edloll 9100 
of the California Probate Code. 
The time for ftHng clalms will not 
expire before four monllls from the 
hearing date noticed aboYe. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file 
kept by the court. If you are a 
per.ion lnt.«ested In the ea-, you 
may file with Ille court a fonnal 
Request for Spedal Notice rl the 
IDlg rl an lnwntury and appnl!ial 
cl estMe IIS'll!B or cl any petition or 
accounts as provided In section 
1250 of the California Probate 
Code. A Request for Spedal Noke 
fonn Is available from the court 
ckl1'. 
Attorney for petltlona-: 
SWARNER &FTI'ZGERALD 
3400 Tl:nlh Street, 7111 Floor 
P.O.BoxBJ:7 
Rlvl:rslde, CA 92502 
This notice wu maDed on Aprl~ 
1991. 
/p/511/9/16'91 
SWARNER &FTI'ZGERALD 
CASE NUMBER: 61805 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESI'ATE 
LENA BEILEBt.m.ER 
To al hen, bendkbrtes, m:dkon, 
contingent creclltors, and penon 
who may odlt'rwhe be lna:rested In 
the wll or ea-, or bolh rl LENA 
BELLE Bun.ER 
A PETirION has been flied by 
NONA LEE MC CLUNG In the 
Superior Court of California, 
CountyclRlfflllde. 
The PETITION requests that 
NONA LEE MC CLUNG be 
appolnled as personal 
representative to administer the 
estMe rlthe de0edent. 
THE PETITION requests 
autllCJrlty to acnlnl,w tbe esllte 
under the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
{Tbls authority wlll allow tbe 
penonal representative to take 
many actions wltbout obtaining 
court approval. Before taldn& 
Thursday, May 16, 1991 
certain very Important actlom, Riverside, CA 92507 
however, the personal 
repra11tatlve will be required to 
give notice to Interested penons 
unlell Ibey have W11ived notice or 
COR9l:llled to tbe proposed adlon.) 
The Independent admlnlstnllon 
autbortty wit be gnnted unlell M 
lmlnsted per.ion ftlel an objecdon 
to die petition and shows good 
cause why the court should not 
.... lhe authmty. 
A HEARING o• the petlllon wit 
be held on dalle 51':W91 at 8:30 u •. 
In Dept. 9 located at 4050 Main 
Street,Rlvende,CA 92501 
IF YOU OBJFL'T to the granting 
rl the petition, you should appmr 
at the hearing and state your 
objectlmi or fie wrMtm objedkn 
with lhe court before lhe hearing. 
Yo..-appearana! may be kl person 
or by your attorney. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDrroR or a 
aintlngmt creditor rl lhe ~ 
you mll!t ftle your dahn with the 
court and mall a copy to the 
penonal representative appomted 
by the aiurt wllbln four months 
ft-om the elate rl first Issuance rl 
leders u provided I• l8l1lorl 9100 
of the California Probate Code. 
The time for flllng duns wlD not 
expire bef(ft ftllr monlln from the 
hearing dalle noticed abcM. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the flle 
kept by the a,urt. If you are a 
person hm-eMI In Ille esbR, you 
may ftle with the court a formal 
Request for Spedal Notice r1 the 
- rl .. lnvmtory and appraisal 
rl estMe awa or rl any petition or 
accounts as provided In section 
1250 of the California Probate 
Code. A Request for Special Noke 
fonn Is available from the court 
dert. 
Atfmley for pdltlona-: 
SWARNER &FTI'ZGERALD 
3400 Tullll SG., 7111 Floor 
P.O.Box827 
Rlvtnlde,CA925C2 
/p/51]})/1<,/91 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
GARDENHIRE 
15181 #271 Van Buren Div.cl 
Riverside, CA 92504 
~ DAILGARDEIIHIRE 
1581 # 271 Van Buren Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individuals. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 4/29/91 
lsfrhomas Gardenhire. 
The filing of this statement 
~oes not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of• fictitious 
bu_slness name 111 violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, or common law (,ec, 
14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement flied with the 
county clerk of Riverside 
County on 4/29/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statemo:ut on file In my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
FIie No. 913294 
lpl512/9/16/23/91 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
SIERRA SIX MOTEL 
10920 Magnolia 1ve. 
Riverside, CA 925045 
NARAYAN AMBALAL PATEL 
10920, Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
HIRABEN NARAYAN BHAI 
PATEL 
10920 Magnolia Aw. 
Rlvtnlde, CA 92505 
ANlL NARAYAN BHAI 
PATEL 
10920 Magnolia Aw. 
Rlvtnlde, CA 92505 
DAXABEN AN1LKUMAR 
PATEL 
10920 Magnolla Aw. 
Rlwnkle, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by 
a General Partnership. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 1/1/91 
ls/Narayan Amabalal Patel. 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, or common law (sec. 
14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement flied with the 
county clerk of Riverside 
County on 4/29/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on flle In my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
FIie No. !113299 
/p/S/2/9/16/23/91 
F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
Tile followt111 pen011(1) Is (are) 
dol•& buslnea u: 
LEISURE TIME ACTIVrrlF.S 
767-Blalne St.# 373 
BERrllAHAIE 
6390 HIiiside Ave 
Rlnrslde, CA 92504 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual 
This registrant commenced to 
tramact business under the 
fictitious buslnea name or 
names listed above on 5/6/!11 
ls/Bertha Hale. 
The nung of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, or comllHIII law (sec. 
14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement flied with the 
county clerk of R iverside 
County on 5/8/91. 
I hereby certify tbat this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
File No. 913539 
/p/S/16/23130/6/6/91 
NO'ffCEOFPEITllONTO 
ADMINISTERESI'ATEOF 
NAOMI MABLE GRA~ al9o 
known as NAOMI NOBLE 
GRAVES 
CASE NUMBER: 61901 
To al bars, bwftdatel, credMln, 
contingent creditors, and penot1 
who may Ghrwhe be Wlre!led la 
the wlll or estate, or both of 
NAOMI MABLE GRA~ also 
known as NAOMI NOBLE 
GRAVES 
A Pl:l'rrION bas beea flied by 
SCOITY D. HILL. Pullllc 
adntiilrMa- f#Rfflnjde Oulty I• 
the Superior Court cl California, 
OultyrlRlvtnlde. 
The Pl:l'ITION requests that 
SCOITY D. HILL. Pullllc 
.......... .IRMndeOully be 
appointed as personal 
representative to administer the 
--rllbe decedl:nL 
THE PETITION req11•ts 
authority to administer the eslllte 
under the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(This Hlhorlty wlll allow the 
personal representative to take 
many actions without obtalalng 
court approval, Before takln1 
certain very Important actlom, 
bowever, the peno11al 
repranatlve wit be reqund to 
&1ve itotlCle to Interested per-mu 
unlell Ibey have waived notice or 
anented to the pnipcad adlon.) 
The lndepenclellt adllllnlltn 
auttmty dbearanfed unlm 
lnlll'ated penon ties - ob 
to tile petition and shows 1 
cause why the court should n 
grant the aulborlty. 
A HEARING oa the petition 
be held m cWe 6'11)191 at 9'.30 
111 Dept. !I located at 4050 
SG-.Rlvenlde. CA 92501 
IF YOU OBJECI' to the a,111nt11191 
rl the petldon, you should 
at the hearln& and state you 
objedlons or fie wrllfal ob 
with Ille court before the 
YOU{ appe11 •--may be In 
or by your .aorne,. 
IF YOU ARE A CREl>Il'OR er 
condngl!nt creditor cl the dell-~ 
you mll!t fie yovr dahn wltll 
court and mall a copy to th •' 
penonal representative appoillfeC! 
by the rourt within four mon 
ft-om die elate rl flnt Issuance 
letten u pro¥lded I• 9edloll 91 
of the Callfomla Probate Cod 
The time for flllna dalm5 wll 
expire befOft br munlhl hm 
i-1ng daR noticed..,__ 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the fll 
kept by the court. If you are 
person lnteresled In Ille --. JGII 
may flte with the court a fornui 
Request for Special Notice r1 
fllng cl an lnwnb'y and &fllll"ll"1 
fl-..e..,. or fl any peddoa 
accounts as provided In 
1250 of the California Prob• 
Code. A Requl!ll for Spedal N 
form Is available from the 
da1L 
Anomey lbtpedllon«: 
SWARNER &FTl'ZGERAIJ) 
3400 'n:lltb Street, 7th Floor 
P.O. Box827 
Rlwnkle, CA 92502 
by David Ilowka' 
/plS/1(,/13/Jl)/lJl 
People's Choice 
Gospel Awards 
June 1, 1991 
Vote tor your 
Favorite 
Local 
Gospel 
Person 
Then Come 
to the 
Exciting 
Program. 
-
. 
, · 
THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE HA VE MONEY 
WAITING FOR THEM TO CLAIM: 
CARL F. BURNETT 
R. FOSTER 
CHARLES W. HALL 
MAOONNA PERKINS 
SHIRLEY PARKER 
$34,901.62 
$28,000.00 
$22,806.00 
$17,307.50 
$16,748.32 
OVER 1.7 MILLION PEOPLE ARE OWED MONEY. YOU 
MAY BE ONE OF THEM. 
PICK UP THE PHONE AND CALL OUR TOLL-FREE 
NUMBER BELOW TO SEE IF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
HAS SOME MONEY FOR YOU, OR SEND IN THE 
COUPON BELOW. 
c 1-soo-992-4647 J 
r~-------------------------------1 I Black Voice GRAY DA VIS I 
I CONTROLLER OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA I 
I P.O. BOX 942850 I 
I SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 94250-5873 I 
Last Name (please print) Fust Name 
Street Address City 
Ml 
State 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ZipCode I 
I Daytime Phone Number SOCIAL SECURI1Y NUMBER CONTROLLER CTAIM# : 
I YOUR RELATION TO PERSON NAMED IN AD • Signature . J L ________________________________ _ 
A 
• ABT PATRICK A & ROMONA 
~lSELLER 
1731202 
9072 64TH ST 
RIVERSIDE 
ACKERMAN BEN EST 
5394237 
2396 SIERRA MADRE 
PALM SPRINGS 
ADAMS BRUCE C 
1720241 
41127 VIA PUERTA 
RANCHO CALIFORNIA 
ADAMS HERBERT 
5398804 
RT 1 BOX 60C 
INDIO 
,, 
ADAMS PAULL 
1725824 
13336 HILDEGARDE 
EDGEMONT 
ADROONEY YEVNIOUE K 
1723982 
611E CAMINO PAROLCELA 
PALM SPRINGS 
ALBERT J 
5380336 
300 EL SEGUNDO 
PALM SPRINGO 
ALDERTON ARTHUR 
DEPOSITORS & LUCILLE 
1724515 
C/0 PAAKVIEW HOPITAL 
3865 JACKSON 
RIVERSIDE 
ALL WEST MANAGEMENT 
5370567 
3564 CENTRAL AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
ALLEN LY 
5391972 
5747 LUCRETIA AVE 
MIRA LOMA 
ALVAREZ ANTONIA 
1730456 
13876 SIERRA MESA #2 
RIVERSIDE 
AMES ANNETTE MRS 
5404710 
176 8TH 
RIVERSIDE 
AMES LUCY L MRS 
5378827 
28871 OLYMPIA WAY 
SUN CITY 
ANDERSON CHERYLL 
MISS 5404718 
558642ND ST 
RIVERSIDE 
ANDERSON CLARENCE I & 
MARIE CJ/T 
1720530 
33066 COWMAN ST 
LAKE ELSINORE 
APPELT DONALD F 
1718253 
986 COTTONWOOD CT 
CORONA 
ARIASG L 
5382173 
87876AVE60 
THERMAL 
ARNESEN ELSIE 
5404748 
P O BOX 872 DESERT 
HOT SPRINGS 
ARNOLD B 
5378925 
8791 FAIRPORT CT 
ARLINGTON 
ARROYO CRISTOBAL 
1743985 
83-058 AVE 46 
INDIO 
ARTER E W 
5381475 
304CALLAO 
HEMET 
ARTIS DRUESILLA 
1745878 
20280 OLD DLSINORE RD 
PERRIS 
ATKINS ROBERT 
1623640 
1215 WEST NICOLET 
BANNING 
ATKINSON CASSONJA 
5394420 
21931 CLUB DR 
PERRIS 
AUKERMAN LEWIS W 
1728723 
12391 SCHLIESMAN AVE 
MIRA LOMA 
AUZENNE MARSHA M 
5404n1 
220 NORTH VALLEY VIEW 
HEMENT 
AYALA CARLOS E MR 
1729460 
3003 AMSTERDAM DR 
RIVERSIDE 
B 
BAETE HOWARD MR 
1721025 
. 33690 RANCHO VISTA DR 
CATHERDRAL CITY 
BAILEY JOHN 
1734434 
332 PASEO PRIMAVERA 
PALM DESERT 
BAILEY RANDALL 
1743980 
41035 ELM ST 
MURRIETA 
BAKER THOMAS L MR & 
JANET MRS 1745186 
11230 LITTLE DIPPER ST 
MIRA LOMA 
BANNOR WALTER P 0 
1734882 
20241 CLARK STREET 
PERRIS 
BAKER RICHARD 
1724585 
15580 RUSSELL AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
BARTOLK 
5392036 
3758 JEFFERSON #34 
RIVERSIDE 
BAUGUS JAMES D MR 
4386405 
8374 MAGNOLIA 125 
RIVERSIDE 
BAUMGARTEN JESSIE 
1732212 
38270 VIA ALEGRE 
MURRIETA 
BAXTER ANNA MISS 
5404842 
873 EDGAR AVE 
BEAUMONT 
BEACH ETHYLE W 
1731585 
415 E MONTEREY 
CORONA 
BEBOUT GORDON 
1721027 
P 0 . BOX276 
THOUSAND PALMS 
BELINDO JULIE M 
5395751 
- - · -
66358 3RDST 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS 
BELL ROBERT 
1731199 
4173 OTTAWA AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
BENNETT LINDA J & 
LOREN R1746939 
11261 REDDIFORD COURT 
RIVERSIDE 
BERRINGER MANNHEIN 
DIAGNOSTIC 
5398024 
24181 LOVE COURT 
SUNNY MEAD 
BILLINGSLEY WILLIAM 
1744536 
24860 CORLEY CT 
SUNNYMEAD 
BJORKLUND ELLEN M MS 
1725255 
3144 CHESNUT ST 
RIVERSIDE 
BLACY TERRI L 
5394445 
1046 E NICOLET 
BANNING 
BLAZE ELAINE 
1743308 
S 5911 DELA VISTA 
RUBIDOUX 
BLAZION S J 
5380743 
8506 BRUNSWICK AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
BLOMH 
5381856 
369 ANTIGUA ST 
HEMET 
BOCKMAN SAM 
5393758 
1003 ALSHA DR. 
PALM SPRINGS 
BOCOB ME RINA A 
1744016 
3915 CALLE RICCAROO 
PALM SPRINGS 202 E HEALD ST APT 2 
LAKE ELSINORE 
BOGUE K 5382215 
8 EUCLID AVE 
WINCHESTER 
BOJORQUEEZ RICK 
1744027 
72732 BURSERA #3 
PALM DESERT 
BORNFLETH HAROLD L 
1729767 
AMERICAN MOBILE HOME 
EST 
SPACE#524 
HEMET 
BOTTLES GEORGE E 
1727193 
10716 KEARSARGE 
RIVERSIDE 
BOURASSA GAIL 1734697 
72-411 DESERT DR 
RANCHO MIRAGE 
BOURKI CHRISTIANE 
5370731 
3324 UTAH AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
BOXER T5381502 
83 247 HWY 111 
INDIO 
BRAME JAMESY 1729611 
114 CALLE VERDE 
PALM SPRINGS 
BRANDAL PATSY J1744011 
10321 BONITA AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
BRAYNEN FRED 
5388602 
BRENNEIS JAMES 
1727249 
7900 RUTH WAY 
RIVERSIDE 
BREWER DONALD L DOS 
PAYEE 
1740696 
4559 ARLINGTON AVENUE 
RIVERSIDE 
BREWITZ RAY 
5371519 
8374 MAGNOLIA AV 
RIVERSIDE 
BRIGNAC MAMIE MRS 
5405004 
285 HOMMES AVE 
NORCO 
BRINKERHOFF EDNA 
1734694 
4428 HOUGHTON AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
BROADBENT MAJORIE & G 
B 
5388606 
21169 OLIVE ST 
LAKE ELSINORE 
BROOKS WILLIAM P 
BUYER 
1731203 
15566 SADDLEBACK 
RIVERSIDE 
BROWN ALBERT W 
5401836 
3896 DRIVING RANGE 
RIVERSIDE 
BROWN ANNAL 
1724575 
27601 SUN CITY BLVD SP 
196 
SUN CITY 
BROWN BOOKER 
1726606 
280 S FIRST 
BLYTHE 
BROWN LADON 
1745890 
20901 WELLS RD 
PERRIS 
BROWN UNDAM 
5371 276 
1826 11TH APT 1 
RIVERSIDE 
BROWN MARK A MR 
5386365 
3847 GATES PL 
RIVERSIDE 
BROWN WESLIE C 
1717044 
PO BOX 247 
RANCH MIRAGE 
BUCHANAN JOSEPH L 
1743989 
POBOX3276 
RIVERSIDE 
BURSON OM 
5380240 
81-238 FRANCIS AVE 
INDIO 
BUSSMAN RANDALL C 
5395786 
1492 DEL NORTE 
CORONA 
BYRNE PATRICK & 
PATRICIA 
5405118 
151nBJOYST 
LAKE ELSINORE 
BYWATER KEITH GENE 
1740174 
C 
CAMPBELL D 
1737448 
3553 MERRILL 
RIVERSIDE 
CANTRELL WILLIE W 
1728483 
1250 ROSALIA APT A 
HEMET 
CARLING JOHN E 
5371151 
200 W REPPLIER AD 
BANNING 
CARPENTER NANCY A MS 
5387395 
1270 HEATHER CIRCLE 
CORONA 
CARRAZCO JOSE M 
1725082 
BOX669 
CORONA 
CARTER LILLA M & BESSIE 
BENEF 
5401234 
5164 ARLINGTON AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
CASSELL STEPHEN 
1744054 
PO BOX573 
LA QUINTA 
CHAMPION HARVEY 
1730493 
3935 LA SIERRA 
RVERSIDE 
CHANBEARLAIN EDWARD 
E 
5399781 
PO BOX634 
ANZA 
CHANG HELEN WC 
1745869 
14715 CARLA JEAN DR 
MORENO VALLEY 
CHINNICI PALMA 
5405234 
5664 ARLINGTON AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
CL.ARK DAVID O & DONNA 
J 
1731171 
8350 MAGNOLIA AVE SP 12 
RIVERSIDE 
CLARK JOHN R & 
PATRICIAC 
1722216 
904 BLUE CREST ST 
CORONA 
,CLARKM 
1726614 
145S MAIN ST 
BLYTHE 
CLARK ADEN 
5405257 
4359 GARDENA ST 
RIVERSIDE 
CLAY CHRISTINA H MS 
1728020 
11379 RUGGLERD AVENUE 
LAKEVEIW 
CLEMANS SANDRA & K C 
5388677 
C/0 NU EWE 5225 CANYON 
CREST23 
RIVERSIDE 
CLIFTON EVELYN T MRS 
1711210 
24115KIRBYST#53 
HEMET 
CLUBB HELEN BUYER 
1731202 
907264TH ST 
RIVERSIDE 
COGSWELL WILLIAM R 
EST 
1733120 
C/0 JUANITA R LEE 2259 
ELCAP,TIAN 
RIVERSIDE 
COLE LONZA W JR 
5405285 
233 CAMINO ALTURAS 
PALM SPRINGS 
COLEMAN BENNIE E 
5400957 
20901 LEE RD 
PERRIS 
CONLEY LL 
5380279 
44691 SANTA YNEZ 
PALM DESERT 
CONTRERAS H 
5380512 
88 121 AVE 52 
THERMAL 
CONZALES MICHAEL 
1735768 
24361 GROVEN LANE 
SUNNYMEAD 
COOK GEORGE W 
5381218 
3082 D PANDORA RD 
RIVERSIDE 
COOK STELLA 
5402294 
BOX 1372 
HEMET 
CORRALES ANGELINA 
1734997 
4630 CALIFORNIA AVE 
NORCO 
COSGROVEM 
5381113 
175 E EL ALMEDA 
PALM SPRINGS 
COSGROVE MJ 
5380993 
175 EAST EL ALMEDA 
PALM SPRINGS 
CRABTREE JAN 
1744009 
2556 TEMESCAL 
NORCO 
CRAWFORDDRAYMOND 
5370845 
41nPARKAV 
RIVERSIDE 
CRISTIAN I 
5380888 
1860 KELLOGG 
CORONA 
CUDDYM 
1740462 
D 
DANDOY JUANITA M 
5388726 
3070 SHADOW CYN CIR 
NORCO 
DARE CAROLE A 
1737488 
4825 HAR0LD 
RIVERSIDE 
DAVENPORT JACK F 
5391315 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY ROAD 
CAMP 
BANNING 
DAVID RICHARD & SUSAN 
BUYER 
1731195 
3033 2ND STREET 
NORCO 
DAVIS IVILENA MS 
1736895 
6949 BROCKTON 
RIVERSIDE 
DAVIS KARLA 
1744045 
PO BOX 304 
BLYTHE 
DAY DONNA G MS 
5387503 
10260 CYPRESS 
RIVERSIDE 
DAYESLM 
5380263 
24139 GROVEN LN 
SUNNYMEAD 
DEJARNETT DOROTHY MS 
1738810 
29990 WATSON RD 
ROMOLAND 
DELEDONNE JOSEPH 
1716489 
7101 MAGNOLIA 
RIVERSIDE 
DELGUIDICE MARIO 
5405474 
521 AVENI DA CABALLEROS 
PALM SPRINGS 
DEVOE RONALD C & 
VIRGINIA A 
1731171 
8350 MAGNOLIA AVE SP 12 
RIVERSIDE 
DEXTER J L 
5381138 
3629TAFTST 
RIVERSIDE 
DO THUY THI 
1744035 
4414 JUPITER DR 
RIVERSIDE 
DOELL VERNON DWIGHT 
1740178 
1117 CLEVELAND CT 
LAKE ELSINORE 
DONALDSON K 
5380395 
955 PASEO EL MIRADOR 
PALM SPRINGS 
DOSHIER JIM 
53711 26 
21859 0RACAEA 
EDGEMONT 
DOWNER LOUIS & ANN 
5391340 
5464 RUMSEY DR 
RIVERSIDE 
DOWNS ROBERT A MR 
5386522 
8876 CYPRESS #8 
RIVERSIDE 
DRUMMOND JOHN E 
1741943 
45-504PANDRAMA DR 
PALM DESERT 
DUDLETLES HARRY MR 
1726906 
3210 BEDWOOD 
RIVERSIDE 
DUKE JOHN D & LESLIE' 
SELLER tl 
1731198 ) 
21867 DRACAEA 
EDGEMONT -; 
DUNBAR JOAN V 
1736101 
~ 
C/0 DIVINES INS 142 E 
MAIN ST l 
SAN JACINTO 
DUNDOV STEFEN -l 
1730599 
1385 PALM 
BEAUMONT 
I 
DUNN CLIFFORD E & JA'NE 
1720848 I 
880 FREEMONT PLACE ' 
HEMET 
DUNN JULIE H " 
1744030 
3568 CORTEZ ST 
RIVERSIDE 
DUNN MILDRED J MS •, 
5386273 
20532 MYRON ST 
PERRIS 
DUTTON RONALD L MR . 
5386338 
12740 COBBLESTONE CtR 
RIVERSIDE 
DYE JOYCE MRS 
5405588 
1018 BELLE ST 
CORONA 
E 
EEDSK 
5381493 
238 SATURMINO #3 
PALM SPRINGS 
ELLARD MILFRED MR 
1720984 
ELLOIE LOUIS L Ill 
1744034 
1009CLARK 
RIVERSIDE 
ELOIE MANU J 
1744036 
1009 CLARK ST 
RIVERSIDE 
) 
I 
'i 
'·' ... ~ ENSALOO ACACIO 
1730519 
28691 VIA FLORES 
MURRIETA 
EVANS BROWN 
MORTUARIES 
1743125 
27010 ENCANTO RD 
SUN CITY 
EVANS GLADYS J EST .) 
1740084 
POBOX58 
LAKE ELSINORE 
EVENSON ROGER 
1732830 
24861 RED RIVER TD 
SUNNYMEAD 
EYRAUD HAZEL M 
1744053 
BOX 1267 
.. 
') 
0 
t 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS .:, 
F l ~ 
FALK ELYNOR R 
5400009 /-) 
2150 SUNSHINE CIRCLE Ne 
PALM SPRINGS 
FAULK GLENN W 
5388790 
14092 PEAR 
RIVERSIDE 
<.• 
" . ·~ 
• t 
0 
FEINSTEIN SERENA MRS 
1736421 ;-,. 
6108 W 4TH ST 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS c; 
FERRADO THOMAS JR 
1722843 
12550 MISSION BLVD 
MIRA LOMA 
FI ELD WILLIAM W 
1718765 
1705 GRATTON ST 
RIVERSIDE 
FINCH WILLIAM W MR 
5386220 
,.. 
., 
.. 
•. 
·= 
'8 
. r 
6979 PALM CT #308-8 ') 
RIVERSIDE • r 
FISHER HOWARD N · {> 
1729776 ",; 
845 VIA SIERRA NEVADA ,t 
RIVERSIDE 
FLICKINGER L 
5381 326 
3470 MULBERRY 
RIVERSIDE 
FLORES MARIA MRS 
5405725 
103 BLAIN ST 
CORONA 
FLYNN WILLIAM E 
5393833 
4609 ARLINGTON AVE 
RIVEPSIDE 
FOLEY HOWARD J & 
DARLA 
d 
I ' 
•  
• 
• :i 
.. , 
1<. 
., 
._... _ 
-~:Thursday, May 16, 1991 
-:..I.If mil& rn92,s 
623 BROOKDALE AVENUE 8891 MAGNOLIA AVE 
IVERSIDE RIVERSIDE r . 
• e FOSTER ME GRAY ERMA 
.. l 5381205 11190so 
-1· 476 CALLE MADRIGAL 1429 VINCENTIA AVE 
1 CATHEDRAL CITY CORONA 
• 
• / FOX VIRGINIA M GRAYSON G 0 
tj : 1736670 5381705 ~ ~ 680 MESQUITE 400 PIERCE ST #1 n 
ALM SPRINGS RIVERSIDE 
FRANCIS DONALD C GREEN DAVID A MR 
5392451 5376996 
FREDRICK MARTIN J 
1738136 
66 EDGAR AVE 
BEAUMONT 
FREEMAN GEORGE 
5405770 
3333CORONA 
NORCO 
FREUOIG FO 
1743292 
673 OROVILLE CIRCLE 
RANCHO MIRAGE 
FREUDIG FRED O & 
HARRIET A J/T 
1711255 
~1',C/O JUNE GIBBS 70673 
OROVILLCIR 
RANCHO MIRAGE 
FRIEDMAN JEROME G 
5405779 
1622 TAM OSHANTER 
PALM SPRINGS 
FROE CHARLES S & EFFIE 
MARIEBENER 
5401278 
5164 ARLINGTON AVE 
RIVERISDE 
FROEMKE CIRCLE CITY H 
&L 
1735114 
:iP O BOX 275 
CORONA 
FROST RUTH 
1745865 
IOWA MOTEL APT 5 
RIVERSIDE 
FUNKKHOUSER LARRIE R 
5405796 
4350 CANNES 
RIVERSIDE 
FUNKHOUSER LARRIN R 
5405797 
3450CANNES 
RIVERSIDE 
G 
GABE LAGATHA I 
5385294 
120 LACERRA DR 
RANCHO MIRAGE 
GALBREATH NELLIE 
1745885 
POBOXll04 
PERRIS 
GALE JUOITY R MRS 
5398946 
2370 FINLEY 
PALM DESERT 
GALINOO DANIEL M MR 
1738819 
25099 STATE ST APT 2508 
HEMET 
GALVAN NADINE 
5371425 
4245 PIERCE 
RIVERSIDE 
GARCIA JOHNNY 
1724765 
GARDNER MAIO A 
1740109 
667 GALLE PALE FIERRO 
PALM SPRINGS 
GARST ROBERT 
5371573 
4013 BROCKTON 
RIVERSIDE 
GELLER ROSE J 
5S84886 
510 SAN MATEO CR 
HEMET 
GENAU ENGNRG 
5370953 
1781 CAPITAL STE, D 
CORONA 
GERBEB JOSEPH EST 
1740086 
P OBOX58 
LAKE ELSINORE 
GERWIN HENRY J T/F & 
RHONAD & BONNIE 
5386171 
BOX8n 
BEAUMONT 
GIARDINA JOSEPH F 
1733525 
2032 LINDEN #26 
RIVERSIDE 
GIFT JOHN R BUYER 
1724519 
GOMEZ JOE 
5395889 
101 SHERIDAN 
CORONA 
GOULD RUBY E 
1717830 
130 MECCA SAHARA PARK 
PALM SPRINGS 
GRABILLH 
5380995 
20786 MARTIN ST 
PERRIS 
GRANDER LYDIA 
1743996 
PO BOX 155 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS 
GRANTLEUAM 
33303 HIGHWAY 395 
SUN CITY 
GREENBERG LEON 
1745497 
PO. BOX 1996 
PALM DESERT 
GROSS CHRISTINE P 
1718971 
PO BOXRRR 
INDIO 
GUISINGER RENEE M 
538n79 
30809 MARCIA 
PALM SPRINGS 
H 
HAAS ISABELLE A 
5396949 
P 0 . BOX571 
PALM DESERT 
HAINES CYNTHIA 
1730550 
5436 34TH ST 
RIVERSIDE 
HALLADAY S GRACE MISS 
5406005 
GENERAL DELIVERY 
BLYTHE 
HAMILTON DAVID C 
5370790 
3415 ARLINGTON AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
HAMMER MICHAEL 
1726335 
4319 OLD HAMMER AVER 
NORCO 
HAMPTON CHARLES H 
~40M?O 
3895 KANSAS 
RIVERSIDE 
HANS HELMUT 
1728771 
PO BOX3066 
BEAUMONT 
HARDY PAULA J 
1733507 
30600 SAINTIAGO RD 
TEMECULA 
HARLOW PAULINE H 
5384908 
2818 RESERVOIR DR 
NORCO 
HARVEY SUSAN MICHELLE 
WEATHERLY 
1736436 
PO BOX944 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS 
HATAWAY ROBER L MR & 
GIGI I MRS 
'1723840 
BOX 132 
WINCHESTER 
HATLANI ABDUL HAMID 
5370537 
8395 MANGOLIA AVE APT 
#43 
RIVERSIDE 
HAUBERT JOHN 
1717470 
4133 MELROSE ST 
RIVERSIDE 
HEATON ALAN 
5400294 
26565 CORNELL 
HEMET 
HELLRICH FRANK JOSEPH 
53989n 
RT 1 BOX 79 
NORCO 
HENDERSON LARRY S 
1733294 
11108 GREENHURST 
RIVERSIDE 
HENRY ETHEL 
5398027 
· PO BOX61 
NORTH PALM SPRINGS 
HERRERA ART 
5379073 
PO BOX239 
INDIO 
HEYN PAUL M & NANCY J 
JT 
1718598 
PO BOX 786 
HOMELAND 
MICKEY JAMES M MR 
538751 2 
79-311 AVE 40 
INOIO 
HILLJ B 
5385294 
120 LACERRA DR 
RANCHO MIRAGE 
HILLARE PHILLIS R 
1744055 
APT 1025 CALLE EL 
SEQUARD 
PALM SPRINGS 
HILLS HOWARD 
5385534 
1099 CHINO CANYON RD 
PALM SPRINGS 
HITCHINS LEON D 
5398027 
POBOX 61 
NORTH PALM SPRINGS 
HOLADAY STANLEY F 
1718825 
280 SNA MATEO CIR 
SIERRA DAWN ESTATES 
HEMET 
HOLMESBERG ETHER L 
5398988 
71641 SNA JACINTO 
RANCHO MIRAGE 
HOLZERP 
1726651 
3131 ARLINGTION AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
HOOVER MICHAEL C MR 
1738825 
40413 MAYBERRY 
HEMET 
HOULE SANDRA A 
5406216 
4795 SOMERSET 
RIVERSIDE 
HOUSE NESON 
5371438 
3685 15TH 
RIVERSIDE 
HOWARD MAURA L & 
DONALD L 
5396487 
39865 NICHOLAS RD 
TEMECULA 
HRI INC 
1732107 
PO BOX 5058 
RIVERSIDE 
HUFFMAN JOHN 
1734065 
4342 BRENTWOOD 
RIVERSIDE 
HUNT DAVID 
5406247 
ROUTE 1 BOX 343 
ARLINGTON 
HUNT PAUL 
5371476 
7450 POTOMAC 
RIVERSIDE 
HUSS MARVIN A JR 
1728503 
73-280C SHADOW 
MOUNTAIN DR 
PALM DESERT 
INGLIS SAMANTHA 
5371648 
1045 N CAHUILLA 
PALM SPRINGS 
JABLONSKI KAREN 
1735792 
1520 A ST 
PERRIS 
JAHN MARTHA MRS 
1718828 
1425 FAIRMONT BLVD APT 
B 
RIVERSIDE 
JAY HOWARD M 
5388228 
.,~ A.Jv 
156 S INDIAN ST 
PALM SPRINGS 
JEFFREY RICHARD S & 
FERN A 
1720846 
2358 SNA PEDRO 
HEMET 
JENSEN ERIK J 
5406314 
16236 BIA OVEDO 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS 
JERELE THOMAS 
1745866 
23595 DRACAEA AVE 
MORENO VALLEY 
JIMENEZ JANE I 
1744025 
13300 BLUE RIDGE RD #76 
BLYTHE 
JOHNSON OD 
1623717 
4386 DEURY ST 
RIVERSIDE 
JOHNSON A AGNES 
1732597 
3471 EUCALYPTUS 
RIVERSIDE 
JOHNSON FERNE M & 
BRIANW 
1740087 
2690 QUAIL KNOWW 
LAKE ELSINORE 
JOHNSON HOWARD 0 
1743974 
4217 UNIVERSITY 
RIVERSIDE 
JOHNSON J 
1740461 
JOHNSON NELS C 
5397674 
PO BOX 131 2 
PALM SPRINGS . 
JONSTON CLAUDIA A MS 
5386354 
3156 W FLORIDA AVE 
HEMET 
JONES FLORABELL E 
1738812 
2422 SAN JACINTO ST 
SAN JACINTO 
JONES STEVEN L & NEVA 
BENEF 
5401288 
5164 ARLINGTON AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
JONES THOMAS C & NEVA 
RAE BENEF 
5401302 
5164 ARLINGTON AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
JUAREZ GRACIELA 
5370983 
\ 
The Black Voice News 
6210 CAES I AvE 9!3§1 ONIVEASII Y 
RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 
JUAREZ JOSE DOLORES M 
1745889 
18550 CAJALCO RD 
PERRIS 
JUAREZ KL 
1747106 
POBOX836 
CABAZON 
JURUPA UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 
1733666 
C/0 RIVERSIDE NATINOL. 
BANK 
PO BOX 1279 
RIVERSIDE 
KARTCHNER DELORIS 
BUYER 
1724513 
11361 HUBBARD ST 
SUNNYMEAD 
KAUFMAN HAROLD A 
5397683 
1596 LA REINA WAY 
PALM SPRINGS 
KAVANAGH GILES & 
LAUREY 
1722002 
30130 CABAi LLO AVE 
RANCHO CALIFORNIA 
KENNEDY WILLIAM C 
1741045 
PO BOX787 
RIVERSIDE 
KENYON ELIZABETH A MS 
5386231 
2891 CANYON CREST DR 
#63 
RIVERSIDE 
KING ROBERT 
5398783 
29790 WATSON 
ROMOLAND 
KINNEY WILLIAM M 
1740573 
5375 GRASSY TRAIL DR 
RIVERSIDE 
KLIMCAK SYLVIA L MS 
5386424 
7824 MAGNOLIA AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
KNICHEL FRIEDRICH A MR 
1737045 
51-960 AVENIDA RAMIREZ 
LA QUINTA 
KNIGHT GERTRUDE V 
5387821 
759 CAROLINA ST 
PALM CITY 
KOWALCZDYK S 
1735158 
500 GRENFALL 
PALM SPRINGS 
KRATZER ERNEST 
1733216 ' " ' 
18041 HAINES 
PERRIS 
KUJAWA DELORES M, 
5389022 
74 479 PEPPERGRASS 
PALM DESERT 
L 
LABOUNTY WILLIAM D SR 
1734470 
253441 JACLYN ST 
SUNNYMEAD 
LAFORCE DOROTHY KITTS 
1733882 
40620 SANALAMAR 
HEMET 
LANE ROBERT 
1732663 
6611 SCHOOL CIRCLE 
RIVERSIDE 
LAPES AM 
5381783 
1445 W FLORIDA #79 
5382032 
HEMET 
LAPINSKY JOSEPH J & 
HERMINA M JT TEN 
1718929 
BOX 2025 
RIVERSIDE 
LARGE LORRAINE E MRS 
1736454 
45074 RUBIDOUX DR 
INDIO 
LARRY JOSEPH JR 
1744208 
9706 D WEBB 
RIVERSIDE 
LARSON GARY L 
1744022 
3000 CANYON CREST #2 
RIVERSIDE 
LASALLE VICTOR M 
5379110 
952 FORD 
CORONA 
LAYTON DAVID BUYER 
1731199 
41 73 OTTAWA AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
LECODET LYDIA 
5379115 
15406 YOUNT ST 
RIVERSIDE 
LEE CHARLES 
5395987 
3n2 TIBBETTS 
RIVERSIDE 
LEONARD G HANSEN 
TRUCKING 
1738137 
1150 E LINCOLN ST 
BANNING 
LEPROHON LUCI LL A 
5406552 
LEWANDOWSKI L J 
1743986 
7165 MT VERNON 
RIVERSIDE 
LEWIS MARLEEN G 
1726259 
26821 JEFFERSON AVE 
MURRIETA 
LIGGINS HENRY L JR 
5366646 
22550 ALOHA RD 
PERRIS 
LINQUIST ~UTH S 
5391582 
3700 LINWOOD PLACE 
RIVERSIDE 
LI NTT GARETH J & 
THOMAS P J/T 
1720079 
6085 ROPEW(ILK LANE 
RIVERSIDE. 
LIPPERT JAMES A & 
BERNADETTE 
5397705 
LOACL SP RTL FOR ASSM 
OF BAHA IS OF THE 
DESERT 
JD THE 82 983 AVE 54 
THERMAL 
LOCKLEAR JAMES 
1732937 
C/O KMART #7047 
220 W STETSON AVE 
HEMET 
LOIKITS CHRISTEL A 
BUYER 
1724519 
LOMICKA JAMES JR 
1718285 
3674 COLUMIA AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
LOPEZ ROBERT C 
1734674 
82063 OLEANOR AVE 
INDIO 
LOSCH WP 
5382179 
RT 1 BOX 198-X 
BLYTHE 
LOVE DONAi n 1-l 
1731467 
23407 YEE ST 
SUN;NYMEAD 
LOWEO M 
1738817] 
2875 W FLORIDA 
HEMET 
LUDDERS RICHARD W 
5399051 
9402 MAGNOLIA 
RIVERSIDE 
LYNCH DENEE 
5370813 
i)/A 8668 LIMONITE AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
LYNN TERRY C & 
MARGUERITE B 
1720844 
24901 CALIFORNIA AVE 
HEMET 
LYONS DAN W 
5396489 
43380 CHAPEL TON DR 
BERMUDA DUNES 
M 
ML GUBIN MED CORP 
5397304 
2145 E TAHQUITZ 
PALM SPRINGS 
MACIAS L 
538 2385 
40766 CHESTNUT 
RIVERSIDE 
MACKEY IRMA MRS 
5406660 
2826 RUBIDOUX BLVD 
5406661 
RIVERSIDE 
MAFFETT JAMES R 
1735818 
1755 ENTERPRISE AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
MALUSKI JAMES MARTIN 
5400043 
PO BOX32 
SUNNYMEAD 
MALY ARTHUR W JR 
53809085 
11215 ARLINGTON 
RIVERSIDE 
MANING FRED H UGMA 
1719021 
1080 RIVER DR 
NORCO 
MANNING DURA W 
5406684 
577 RIVER RD APT D 
CORONA 
MANNING MARGARET M 
MRSC/F 
1719021 
1080 RIVER DR 
NORCO 
MANSFIELD RICHARD B 
MR 
5386512 
73-271 CATALINA WAY #1 
PALM DESERT 
MANSON M E 
5382323 
332 N LYON #100 
HEMET 
MARES PHILIPS & SHERYL 
LBUYER 
1731201 
5858 DODD ST 
MIRA LOMA 
MARLIN DOUGLAS 
5370838 
4387 NEWBY DR 
RIVERSIDE 
MARMAN PEGGY MS 
1745334 
PO BOX837 
CABAZON 
MARO MAURO M & 
MANUELA MEDINA 
1723842 
362 WEST 10TH ST 
PERRIS 
MARTIN JOEL MR 
1720985 
MARTIN MAYOR JR 
SELLER 
1731200 
5250 ERIC LANE 
MIRA LOMA 
MARTINEZ ROSA E 
5385378 
5345 BUSHNELL AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
MASONE G 
5381826 
8719 KIM LN 
5381840 
RIVERSIDE 
MAUCH JOHN D 
1744043 
8396 MAGNOLIA APT C 
RIVERSIDE 
MAY DENI MS 
1721024 
1415 N SUNRISE WAY #54 
PALM SPRINGS 
MAYS EVELYN 
5400976 
X67-185 OVANTE RD 
CATHEDRAL CITY 
MCCAN FELIX J 
1729930 
4010STRONG 
RIVERSIDE 
MCCANN ROGER B 
1731628 
2164 GARRESTON 
CORONA 
MCCLURE ALAN MR 
5387412 
PO BOX#4 
MOUNTAIN CENTER 
MCCOLLUM POOLS 
5371367 
2419 HAMNER AVE 
NORCO 
MCCONNELL ANNA MRS 
5406791 
2466 ARROWHEAD 
RIVERSIDE 
MCCORD JAMES I EST 
1726243 
107 VIA VALUGUDA 
CATHEDRAL CITY 
MCCURRY LARRY 
5371249 
4199 TEMESC~L AVE 
NORCO 
MCDANIEL CAROLYN M MS 
5386459 
PO BOX854 
PALM SPRINGS 
MCDANIEL JAMES 
1735830 
73-559 AVE 441 
PALM DESERT 
MCDANIELS LINDA & 
JAMIE 
1726809 
4040 3RD ST 
RIVERSIDE 
MCDONALD GUY 
1732276 
1691 W FLORIDA 
HEMET 
MCDONNOLD MICHAEL 
5389115 
4221 ST PAUL PL 
RIVERSIDE 
MCDOWELL MARYL 
5393959 
1475 GREEN BRIAR AVE 
CORONA 
MCMAHON J F 
5382022 
334 MT SHASTA 
NORCO 
MCMILLIAN GORDON 
BUYER 
1731200 
5250 ERIC LANE 
MIRAl.'.QMA 
MCTAGGART K 
5381 141 
453 SONDRA RD 
PALM SPRINGS 
MENDEZ GUADALUPE F 
1725882 
19240 ENVOY AVE 
CORONA 
• MERCADO EDWARD C & 
MACEDONIA SELLER 
1731197 
5939 LUCRETIA 
MIRA LOMA 
MEYER KATHERINE MRS 
5406863 
587 CALLE ASO 
PALM SPRINGS 
MEYERS VOLANDA E 
1732674 
1839 GRACE ST 
RIVERSIDE 
MICKELSEN DQt4NA 
1745888 
18041 HAINES ST 
PERRIS 
MIKOLAI ANSEL 
1740085 
202 E JARVIS APT #3 
PERRIS 
MILES PEGGY S 
1744019 
21666 DRACEA 
EDGEMONT 
MILLER EDITH 
5378860 
1009 COUNTRY CLUB LN 
CORONA 
MILLER IRENE & 
MARGARET MS 
1738814 
430 N PALM SP 99 
HEMET 
MILLER RAYMON & SUSAN 
1724091 
33148 GILLETTE ST 
LAKE ELSINORE 
MITCHELL ROY M TTEE 
1740068 
PO BOX 2711 
PALM SPRINGS 
MITCHELL WALTER GLENN 
BENEF 
5400797 
34 ROUND TABLE DR 
5400798 
RIVERSIDE 
N 
NATL AMER TITLE INS 
5371436 
7211 MAGNOLIA AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
NAVARROM 
5381096 
PO BOX 1679 
INDIO 
NELSON EDWARD H 
5388298 
114 N HARVARD ST 
HEMET 
NELSON GAREY W 
5396065 
1109 N PALM CANYON 
PALM SPRINGS 
NEUMAN A 
5381224 
PO BOX 584 
SAN JACINTO 
NEWMAN E 
5382346 
9391 HASTINGS 
RIVERSIDE 
NICHOLS A 1740460 
NICHOLSON ALTA MRS 
5407024 
657 MAGNOLIA 
RIVERSIDE 
NIEUWKERK LEN C MR 
5386476 
34327 JUDY LANE 
CATHEDRAL CITY 
NIKOLOV TONY 
1730599 
1385 PALM 
BEAUMONT 
NISSEN RICHARD J & 
JANET K SELLER 
.1731195 
3033 2ND ST 
NORCO 
NOBLES JOE E OBA-LA 
TIMES 
1745884 
501 SOUTH 'D' STREET 
PERRIS 
NOOMAN GEORGE R 
1736723 
377 ANDORA WAY 
CATHERAL CITY 
NUNEZ MARINA M 
1744050 
655 ILLINOIS AVE 
BEAUMONT 
0 
ODONNEL OLIVIA 
1744057 
713-456 LOSHUA TREE 
PALM SPRING 
ODOUGHERTY HERSHEL H 
& EMMAL 
1740111 
2087 DRUOT LANE 
PALM SPRINGS 
OGANDO ANGEL D 
1744010 
139 NORTH HAMILTON 
HEMET 
ONGE H L 
5380977 
2151 SILVERADO CIRCLE 
PALM SPRING 
OSLUND DB MD 
1724793 
27441 YVES 
TEMECULA 
OSTROWE EDITH H MS & 
EDWARDJ MR 
5386378 
855 POUNDEROSA DR 
HEMET 
PVCB 
1745881 
PO BOX 1021 
PERRIS 
PAGE BRIAN H MR 
5386454 
4325 MU LBERRY 
RIVERSIDE 
PAHL RICHARD J 
5407109 
6485 MITCHELL ST 
RIVERSIDE 
PARAGON OIL CO 
p 
Page B-7 
iJ21hS§ 
PO BOX217 
COACHELLA 
PARKERJ 
5382488 
34083 LAWRENCE 
PALM SPRINGS 
PARKER SUSAN M 
5407132 
C/0 RUTH PAPP 257 
CAHUELLA 
PALM SPRINGS 
PARSONS TURNER L 
5407138 
C/0 YVONNE LEITCH 2650 
11TH ST 
RIVERSIDE 
PASS AUTO PARTS 
539n91 
207ERAMSEY 
BANNING 
PATCH JOHN P 
·1 
• 
.• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
• .. 
5407140 ' J, 
1415SEVENTH ST APT A~ 
RIVERSIDE ;~ 
. 
PAYNE GLADYS R • 
1740088 : 
& WELCOME HOME GUE$T 
HOME -: 
397 E MAIN ST '.• 
SAN JACINTO ,: 
PEARCE GRAHAME 
5385535 
2405RANCIS 
PALM SPRINGS 
:, 
·' . 
. 
., 
., 
• .
. 
PELSANNA ·: 
1718986 ·' 
27407 STANFORD ·! 
HEMET ~ 
PEMMITT CHARLOTTE ~ 
1744339 : 
77848 MICHIGAN DR APT• 
010 ~ 
PALM DESERT ~• 
PEPPER CLARENCE 
1744056 
72 931 TAMARISH 
PALM DESERT 
., 
, 
. 
' 
' . 
PETERS WALTER DAVID , 
1729183 ., 
1488 DOWNING CT 
CORONA 
PETHEL JAMES 
5407173 
4865 JACKSON ST 
RIVERSIDE 
PETRO DOLORES 
1744061 
4025 EILEEN ST 
RIVERSIDE 
PHE HYDRAUL CORP 
BENE' 
'\ 
. 
•, 
•. 
t 
' 
. 
t 
"i. 
. 
1726259 , 
25821 JEFFERSON AVE r 
MURRIETA 
'1. 
... 
PHILLIP GENEVIEVE 'I. 
1740069 :· 
300 CALLE EL SEGUNDQ:: 
#97 -: 
PALM SPRINGS t 
PHILLIPS LESLIE A MRS { 
5407184 
PO BOX 1433 'I. 
ROMOLAND ~ 
PHILLIPS MICHELE L 
5387890 
3424 WILBUR ST 
ARLINGTON 
-\ 
PHONOGPRATEEP KASAI,\ 
5386285 : 
3700 BUCHANAN #103 ·i 
RIVERSIDE ;.,, 
PIERSON JOANNE MRS .. , 
1722158 ~ 
79470 GRANADA DR " 
BERMAUDA DUNES 1 
PIERSTORFF 
CHRISTOPHER 
5399119 
3no EVEREST ST 
ARLINGTON 
PILCHAR S 
1740444 
-~. 
PILCHER BRADLY SCOTTT 
1744013 ) 
8699 CLEARVIEW P ' 
RIVERSIDE ~ 
PILCHER JENIFER L 
1744023 
8699 CLEARVIEW PL 
RIVERSIDE 
PINEDA RAUL 
·..: 
1740130 ·; 
KOMFORT INDUSTRIES ; 
INC • ••~ PO BOX4698 
RIVERSIDE 
POLSTON ELMER & 
GLENDA BUYER 
1740130 
5939 LUCRETIA 
MIRA LOMA 
·~ 
'• 
'·. 
., . 
,' f 
'~ .. 
J"~/ 
-~,i 
' 
PORTUGUEZ FEDERICO <i 
5397812 ·~$ 
2475 CARDILLO ':;j 
PALM SPRINGS ·, · 
POUNDER L 
1711176 
5120STEVE 
RIVERSIDE 
PROBERTT 
5381148 
251 E NICOLET ST 
BANNING 
PUGA ALFONSO 
1728835 
1694 SUNRISE WEST 
CORONA 
a 
-' , 
• f , . 
-~ 
·r ... 
Thursday, May 16, 1991 
UOICK ELl2ABE I A A & 0002/01 KAI ALEEN 1/16489 
KATHLEEN TIMSON JT RIVERSIDE 7101 MAGNOLIA 
5376366 RIVERSIDE 
6979 PALM COURT APT ROOTS CRAIG L 
134J 1736296 SIMMONS ELIZABETH B 
RIVERSIDE C/0 DIVINES INS 142 E MRS 
MAIN ST 5379238 
QUINN MARILYN EMS SAN JACINTO PO BOX 
5386492 RANCHO MIRAGE 
17880 PLAM RD ROSENFELD JACOB 
RIVERSIDE 1734143 SIMMONS MARGARET 
PO BOX630 5388496 
RACKLEY ROBT LEE INDIO 45-931 GRACE 
5371599 INDIO 
i330ARTHUR ROUSSEAU MICHEL 
RIVERSIDE 1733468 SIMPSON WILLIAM & S 
,, , 29823 REDWOOD 5389361 
,RAHJ ALI PO BOX7052 25091 LA MAYO 
5370563 SUN CITY SUNNMEAD 
991 W BLAINE APT 132 
RIVERSIDE ROYSE JASE SIMS MARGARET CORLISS 
5371094 1721652 
1 RAMIREZ ARTHUR G 3319AVALON 8006 SYCAMORE 
1726815 RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 
~ 716ARLISS 
RIVERSIDE RUE LOUIS D SKINNER LUDMILA L 
r- 1734497 5407633 
,;;·RAMIREZ ORNESTICO 81-920 INDUSTRIAL PL STE 40646 STETSON AVE 
: 1727066 #8 HEMET 
5709 RIDGEVIEW INDIO 
i,, MIRA LOMA SLOANE BESS 
RUMBLE RICHARD A 5376817 ,. 
r RAND PATRICIA 1718296 201 STONE TERRACE 
5389266 43844 MANDARIN OR PALM SPRINGS 
, 850 E VISTA CHINO BL HEMET 
•• ~ALM SPRINGS RUSSELL JOHN R 
5407444 SLOSBURG MORRIS 
'RAWLINGS RUSSELL D MR 2991CORYDON 5378476 
,,& VICKI L MRS NORCO 66920 SAN RAFAEL APT C 
1722160 DESERT HOT SPRINGS 
' 15560 WINCHESTER RUSSI TERRY L 
1 RIVERSIDE 5403018 SMITH ALBERT G 
REED MAMIEE 
22154 BAY AVE 5407644 
RIVERSIDE PO BOX 189 
• 5,385019 CORONA 
, 247SUEZ s 
~.PALM SPRINGS SMITH KENNETH & MARY 
SALAS FRANK ELLEN 
... REID MARCO INS 5389315 5398501 
·, f740696 4191 ESTRADA POBOX442 
4559 ARLINGTON AVE RUBIDOUX MURRIETA 
~ RIVERSIDE 
SALCEDO ALICIA F SMITH L 
RETSZJOHN 1744017 5382376 
~ 5371171 51--090 CALLE AVILA 46690 DESERT STAR VILL 
DIA 6809 MAGNOLIA AVE COACHELLA PALM DESERT 
1 "IVERSIDE 
SAM ANDY FOOD SMITH RJR 
RENARD BEATY PRODUCTS 5389370 
INSURANCE AGENCY 5371643 
5393236 PO BOX5287 SMITH THOMAS L U 
RIVERSIDE MELODY BUYER 
RENESTO KATHRYN M 1731198 
MRS SM,1PSON LESLIE L 21867 DRACAEA 
ca 1736493 1744047 EDGEMONT 
11275 VALENCIA ST D' 3516 BANBURY; DR #233 
RIVERSIDE SNYDER BARBARA J 
HEMET 5387937 
SAMPSON TAWNY 9334 MARTHA WAY 
RYES J B 1743976 • RIVERSIDE 
5381192 43900 MANDARIN DR 
3856 GRANT ST HEMET SNYDER OPEL C 
CORONA 1726874 
SANCHEZ AIDA MS & 27601176 SUN CITY 
RICHARDG FRANKC MR SUNCITY 
5380207 5388495 
3610 CENTRAL AVE 5440 SERENDIPITY RD SOCCIO HELEN L 
RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 1719283 
san YELLOWSTONE 
RICHARDSON J SCHREIBER AUGUST W RIVERSIDE 
5382235 5388495 
4225 MADRONA 749 BEAUMONT AYE SODERBOAGJOSEPHC 
RIVERSIDE BEAUMONT 5385537 
326 LEI DR 
RICHARDSON MARK SCHULTE BRINTON PALM SPRING 
5371345 1743988 
7300 PICO AVE 3119 WALDORF SOLOMON EMPROR SULE 
RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 5370885 
PO BOX 55121 
RICHERT STUART C & RIVERSIDE 
JUDITH E SCHULTHEIS ROSE MRS & 
1730849 WILLIAM MR 
4811 JACKSON ST NOC 1721421 SOMMER MICHAEL A 
RIVERSIDE 5255 ECLIPSE AVE 5379248 
MIRA LOMA 29120 PRESTWICH RD 
RICHEY PENNIE L MS & SUN CITY 
WAYNELMR SCHULTZ FRANK G 
5386469 1735883 SUSKIN IZAOORE J 
13no RICHEY DR 978 COTTONWOOD CT 5376355 
PERRIS CORONA 38280 VIA TAFFIA 
MURRIETA 
RICO JOHN MR SCOTT BILL 
5387514 5378871 SPAULDING MA 
33136 OLIVE 3055 CHESTNUT ST 5381094 
LAKE ELSINORE RIVERSIDE 2890 CHESTNUT OR 
NORCO 
RIDDICK MAY F SCOTT JDC 
5399132 5381987 SPEAR TERRY L 
25140YALST STE 35 WELMAS BLDG 5387940 
HEMET PALM SPRINGS 410 N CALLE SANTA ROSA 
PALM SPRINGS 
RIDEAU AGNES MRS SELKIN JERRY J MR 
5407352 . 1737588 SPRINKLING SERVICE 
20876 WARREN ST 1161 JADISTONE LANE 5371699 
PERRIS CORONA 16424THST 
NORCO 
RIVERS LUIS C SEWARD MP 
1735866 1744020 SPURLOCK HOWARD L 
7870 MAGNOLIA 44407 HILLCREST 5407715 
RIVERSIDE HEMET 781 GARDEN GROVE AVE 
NORCO 
RIVERSIDE MANAGEMENT SHANKIN T 
SERVICE 5381364 STAMAND DAVID F & 
1726910 240 W7TH ST DEBORAH 
3610 CENTRAL STE 116 PERRIS 5397878 
RIVERSIDE 3190 MULBERRY ST 
SHAW SHELIA RIVERSIDE 
RI):( HOWARD M & JEWEL B 1745864 
J/T 25070 FAY AVE STEELE LON 
5376505 MORENO VALLEY 5400163 
26530 SUN CITY BLVD 2041 BUENA VISTA 
SUN CITY SHEPHERD AT CORONA 
5380744 
ROBERTSON LEE 7310 MARILLAM STEER DENNIS & CAROL 
5397827 CORONA 5386183 
43109THST 43 710 BUENA CIRCLE 
RIVERSIDE SHEPRARL HOWARD PALM DESERT 
5394760 
ROBINSON CHARLES F 1463 E GEORGE ST STEINMETZ JOHN P 
5391749 BANNING CA 5398529 
265 FORBES LANE SHIPMAN WILLIAM H 84-250 INDIO SPRINGS 
CATHEDRAL CITY SELLER & SUZANNE #378 
SELLER INDIO 
RODRIGUEZ ELSY 17245213 
1744021 11361 HUBBARD ST STEVENS DOROTHY L 
2601 LINDEN WAY APT A SUNNYMEAO MRS 
PALM SPRINGS 5399164 
SIGWORTH H JR 2879 PROSPECT 
RODRIGUEZ R G 1623737 RIVERSIDE 
5381146 PO BOX3382 
PO BOX 1864 IOYLLWILD STEWART KIMBERLY S 
INDIO 5387943 
SIKOFFR 2801 TURQUOSIE APT 8 
ROE RUTH 1740459 RIVERSIDE 
5399136 
2090 BRAOMOOR DR SILVEY CLIFFORD B STICKMAN JOHN W & 
5402201 PATRICIA A SELLER 
PALM SPRINGS 32340 CAMILLA CTR 1731203 
RANCHO MIRAGE 15566 SADDLEBACK 
ROGER MERLING RIVERSIDE 
1744006 SILVIO LEROY 
{ ( 
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1744039 
345 S SAN JACINTO ST 
HEMET 
STOKES STEPHEN 
MICHAEL 
5397895 
5590 ROYAL HILL DR 
RIVERSIDE 
STONE WILLIAM K 
1743979 
POBOX5921 
RIVERSIDE 
STONGEH 
5380704 
2151 SILVERADO CIR 
PALM SPRINGS 
STORY BARBARA A 
1734673 
42571 E FLORIDA #158 
HEMET 
STUART JOHN L 
5390599 
PO BOX 1833 
PALM DESERT 
SULLIVAN SUZUKI INC 
1745887 
28005 BRADLEY RO 
SUN CITY 
SUMMERS WILLIAM A 
53809399 
39335 VINELAND SP 33 
CHERRY VALLEY 
SWEENEY JAMES E Ill 
1737553 
742226 CANDLEWOOD ST 
APT2 
PALM DESERT 
SYVESTER JOHN & 
BARBARA D H J/T 
1719580 
1073 CUESTA DR 
MOUNTAIN VIEW 
T 
TADEO MG 
5380416 
9219 DELAND 
RIVERSIDE 
TAKAHASHI KUMI 
1722930 
5477 POLO CIR 
RIVERSIDE 
TAMPUS BERNARDO 
1735891 
5254 REACOC LN 
RIVERSIDE 
TED BELO INS AGCY INC 
1731659 
PO BOX 2647 
RIVERSIDE 
TEMESCAL WATER CO 
1725982 
BOX669 
CORONA 
THOMPSON BRYAN J & 
BLANCHE BENEF 540012 2 
5164 ARLINTON AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
THORNBURG DIANE , 
1744044 
79-830 FIESTA DR 
INDIO 
TILLERY JOHN o· 
1726949 
TOBIN GEORGINE S MS 
1730423 
780 RAILROAD AVE 
LAKE ELSINORE 
TOWNS RODNEY & 
CLIFFORD SELLER 
1731199 
4173 OTTAWA AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
TREGONING DALE M 
5366426 
3692 PEDLEY AVE 
NORCO 
TREJO RICHARD 
5389434 
17072 VIA LOS 
CABALEROS 
RIVERSIDE 
TRELEVEN THOMAS 
5388383 
PP BOX 934 
HEMET 
TREMPE DAVID & PAULINE 
1723844 
1160 TOMAHAWK 
PERRIS 
TRINICO INTERNATIONAL 
1717638 
POBOX7353 
RIVERSIDE 
TROVOAG 
1740463 
TULUMELLO JOSEPH 
1740644 
5649 DURAWJO DR 
RIVERSIDE 
TURNER HELEN I 
1719225 
9181 64TH ST 
RIVERSIDE 
TWINED 
5381075 
272n PEACH 
PERRIS 
u 
ULMER J B 
1711338 
RTE 2 BOX 135 
BLYTHE 
V 
VANDERVORT DONNIE G & 
MILDRED 
1719010 
76274 FAIRWAY DR 
INDIAN 
VANGEL NICK MR 
1737616 
1233 VIA MONTE VISTA 
PALM SPRINGS 
VANNIEUWKERK 
CHRISITINE MS 
5386476 
34327 JUDY LANE 
CATHEDRAL CITY 
VENTURE FINANCIAL 
5398406 
31315 VIA NORTE 
TEMECULA 
VITATOE M 
5381142 
17305 MOCKINGBIRD CYN 
RIVERSIDE 
VLADONICH WALTER 
1729843 
3650 14TH ST 
RIVERSIDE 
VOS PATRICIA 
5389463 
78100 VARNER RD 
INDIO 
w 
WALKER BARBARA H 
17400088 
WELCOME HOME GUEST 
HOME 
397MAINST 
SAN JACINTO 
WALKER CHRIS M 
1744051 
67271 MISSION COURT · 
PALM SPRINGS 
WAKER MORRIS 
5394824 
PO BOX 235 
BLYTHE 
WALLACE ELSIE M 
1731383 
101 EAST 7TH ST 
BEAUMONT 
WALTERS SHERYLL 
1744063 
4145 ADAMS ST 
RIVERSIDE 
WARD CLAUDE 
5396241 
4429 MONTICELLO 
RIVERSIDE 
WASHINGTON JAMES 
5408054 
ROUTE 1 
5408055 
CORONA 
WATERHOUSE ETHEL E 
MRS 
5408058 
751 ST ANDREWS CT 
CORONA 
WATERS ROBERT 
1742698 
' 263149 BAY AVE 
MORENO VALLEY 
WEBB KEVIN R 
ii44QJ3 
54 160 MENDOTA 
LA QUINTA 
WEINBERG STEVEN 
5396245 
73-359 HAYSTACK RD 
PALM DESERT 
WEST MG 
5381806 
1364 NICOLET 
BANNING 
WHITE NONA 
1719591 
25555 MAYFLOWER ST APT 
C 
HEMET 
WHITET 
1723744 
74002 HWY 111 
PALM DESERT 
WHITERS PHILLIP R 
5399211 
21025 GIRARD ST 
HEMET 
WIENIEKI FLORENCE 
1726448 
68-735 BRADWAY 
CATHEDRAL CITY 
WILSON BILLEE E 
5397948 
2495 PALERNO DR 
PALM SPRINGS 
WINKLERS 
5381103 
2466 MCCALLUM WAY #113 
PALM SPRINGS 
WITCHER CLARA M 
5385537 
326 LEI DR 
PALM SPRINGS 
WOLCOTT MARY MS 
5385537 
4780 CALIFORNIA AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
WOLFE JOHN 
1744606 
43240 PORT MARIA 
BERMUDA DUNES 
WOMACK DONALD DC 
5402266 
4164 BROCKTON AVE STE 
202 
RIVERSIDE 
WOOKLAND LEWIS & 
VERNA LEE 
1745879 
22555 RAYMOND RD 
PERRIS 
WRIGHT CATHERINE 
5398587 
13668 NEW HAVEN 
MORENO VALLEY 
WRIGHT JENNIE MRS 
1719230 
PO BOX 7313 
RIVERSIDE 
WRIGHTL 
5380964 
4261 HILLSIDE 
NORCO 
WURRJANETS 
1730045 
15309 EL CONTENTO 
LAKE ELSINORE 
WYATT KENDRA A 
5387988 
9207 BOX SPRINGS RO 
SUNNYMEAD 
y 
YAMAUSHI RANDALL 
1722930 
54nPOLOCIR 
RIVERSIDE 
YANG YS 
1747116 
526 W BARBOUR AVE 
BANNING 
YEILDING FRED C 
5400932 
1841 BERNE DR 
PALM SPRING 
YOUNG BAMBI LEE 
SELLER 
1731201 
5858 DODD ST 
MIRA LOMA 
YOUNG TINA L & NINA 
LOUISE BENEF 
5401279 
5164 ARLINGTON AVE 
RIVERSIDE 
IT'S A FACT/ 
Through the Broad-
way Theatre Ticket 
Service of the Damon 
Runyon-Walter 
Winchell Cancer Re-
search Fund, theater-
goers get hard-to-find 
· tickets to the hottest 
shows on Broadway and 
directly support cancer 
research at the same 
time. Anyone can join 
the service for a one-
time refundable fee of 
$200 plus a true-deduct-
ible contribution of $50 
per ticket. The money 
goes to grants for young 
scientists at top cancer 
research laboratories 
nationwide. For free 
brochures that can tell 
you more, write Damon 
Runyon - W a l t er, 
Winchell Cancer Re-
search Fund, 131 East 
36th St., New York, NY 
10016orcall 1-800-445-
2494. 
DID YOU KNOW? 
When you watch television or fix microwave popcorn, 
odds are you're u sing coal. Nearly sixty percent of the 
electricity consumed in the United States today is gener-
ated from coal. In other words, most electricity is coal by 
wire. 
Fortunat ely, America i s blessed with an abundance of 
coal. Today's new technologies bum coal cleanly to pro-
duce one of our lowest -cost sources of electric power. 
Count on coal to bring comfort and convenience home to 
you. 
Electricity from coal. . . plug into a real bargain. 
For more facts about coal, write: National Coal Af\so-
ciation, 1130 17th Street , N .W .. 8th Floor, Dept. NAPS, 
Washington D .C. 20036-4677. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Announcernent of 
Public Scoping Meetings 
WHAT'S 
BEING 
PLANNED? 
WHY THIS 
NOTICE? 
WHY HAVE 
THIS 
MEETING? 
WH ERE 
AND WHEN 
WHAT IS 
AVAILABLE 
IFYOU 
CANNOT 
ATTEND THE 
MEETING 
CONTACT 
TIie Callh rnia Depnrlmcnl of Transpo,1a-
tio11 (Callrans) . 111 a collaborative effort wilh 
tho lllvcrs1dc County Transportation Com• 
n11ss1on (RCTC) and the San Bernardino 
County Assoc iated Governments 
(SANBI\G), is conducting studies to inves• 
11ga1e tlle elfecls of widening Interstate 215 
1,0111 11w nou1e 60/1 215 in1erchange in !he 
City of Moreno Val ley lo Orange Show Road 
1n tlH) C11y ol San Bernardino. a distance of 
about 12 miles. The purpose of the project 
is 10 provide tr ansportation improverrnmls 
by widening the ex isting freeway and up· 
grading i11tercl!anges. The studies will in· 
valve 11,e preparation of preliminary engi• 
nec ring plans, a Project Report , and an 
Er1vironmental Document. The study limits 
are illustrat ed in the project map. 
/\ preliminary environmental significance 
checklist w;,s prepared and it has been 
determined t11at an Environmental Impact 
1leport1Sta1emenl ( EIR/EfS) will be required. 
Tl1is no11ce is 10 inform you lhal a Scoping 
Meeting will be held and to invite your par-
ticipation. 
Project Map 
COLTON 
~ Oranao Sho-N lload 
•@ ·•;W , . .-,,.sc,:,._.·.y~ 
SAN 
BERNARDINO 
GR ANO 
TERRACE 
RIV ERSIDE 
MORENO 
VALLEY 
- Po,uon ol I 215 UndOr Study 
Tlw purpose of the Scoping Meeting is to identify and discus~ ~n_gineeri_ng and e_nviro_n• 
mental issues 10 be examined in detail in the EIR/EIS. The publics rnput will help to identify 
these issues. The Scoping Meeting is 1!1e beginning of the environmental review_p!occss 
and ii is an important way of collecting information about lhe projec1 and determining the 
project's nff ccts on the community. 
Date: Wednesday. May 22, 1991 
Time: 6·30-7 pm Open I louse 
7-8 prn Formal Presentation 
8·9 pm Questions and Answers 
Place : 7 I.le Commons 
l.atQe Conlerence noorn 
University of California, Riverside 
Riverside, CA 
NOlll. l CAt,1N S OO 
• TH[ COMlltON.S 
ll 0CA1IOM 
Of tw!EflltlO t 
Date: Tuesday, June 4, 1991 
Time: 6:30·7 pm Open House 
7-6 pm Formal Presentation 
8-9 pm Ques1ions and Answers 
Place: Feldl1eym Central Library 
Bing Wong Lecture Hall 
555 West Sixth Street 
San Bernardino, CA 
You can review a copy ol the Preliminary Environmental Significance Checklist at lhe 
following Public libraries: 25480 Alessandro in Moreno Valley, 9556 Magnolia Avenue 
and 3581 7th Street in Riverside, 555 W. 6th Street in San Bernardino, 656 N. 9th Street 
in Colton, and 22795 Barton Road in Grand Terrace. 
If you cannot attend either ol the meetings but have comments or questions r_egar~ing the 
study , please submit your written comments by June 19, 1991 to our eng1neerrng and 
environmental project consultant: 
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 
505 South Main Street, Suite 900 
Orange, CA 92668 
Attention: Jell Bingham 
For more information concerning this project, please contact the project consultant: Jeff 
Bingham (Environmental) or Chuck Fuhs (Engineering) at (714) 973-4880. 
